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INTRODUCTION 

There was a time in ancient Greece when men claimed that 

if you knew Homer's poems, you were all-wise. The rhapsodes 

who performed at the great festivals, reciting the Iliad and 

the Odyssey, were famous for making assertions of this sort. 

Probably it was just such talk that induced Plato to write 

the Ion, an amusing satire on the rhapsodes of fifth century 

Athens. Plato's Ion boasts that since he knows the rhapsode's 

art, and can recite his beloved Homer, he knows everything 

else.l Homer speaks of war and strategy; Ion is therefore the 

best general in all Greece. Xenophanes, a severe critic of 

Homer, agreed with Ion, when he wrote: ;~ ~,O}(.~S K.c.e' ""op.,po¥ 

ET!"eC P.Ef.lCX e ~ l<.«trL mfvrEs. 2 This was the peak to which admira-

tion for Homer reached in the fifth century. 

Although Homer had not been without his "scourges", yet 

he certainly had his admirers who attributed to him all wis

dom. They even called him the Schoolmaster of Hellas,3 since 

his poems were used in the schools to teach the youth to be 

upright and virtuous citizens. Not content with the bestowal 

of this title, they conferred another - the First Tragedian. 

1 
2 

3 

Ion, 539D ff. 
Plato, Hipparchus, 228B; Republic, 606E; Isocrates, Pane-
El!icus, 159. ----
~g~O (H. Diels, Die Fragmente der Vorsokratiker, Fuenfte 
Auflage herausgegeben-ion w. Kranz, Weidmannsche Buchhand
lung, Berlin, 1934, I, 131.) 
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Tragedians were plentiful in the Athens of those days - and 

good too. But none came before Homer, either in time or emi-

nence. 

Certainly to anyone who is at all familiar with the stor.ies 

of the Iliad and the Odyssey the reason for such an honor is 

quite apparent. Aristotle thought so, and constantly made 

comparisons between Homer and the tragedians. Moreover, the 

people of ancient Greece, who had a very precise understanding 

of what they meant by "the tragic", and who possessed such re

markable examples of tragedy, penned by the brilliant genius 

of their three renowned tragedians - examples such as even we 

in this twentieth century can enjoy quite fully - looked upon 

the author of the Iliad and the Odyssey as the Father of the 

Tragedians. 

What was the reason for such an opinion? Obviously they 

felt that these poems contained the same rich tragic elements 

which touched their hearts and thrilled their souls as they 

sat in the theatre of Dionysus, listening to a masterpiece 

wrought by Aeschylus or Sophocles, the prophecy of Cassandra 

or the rash, bold persistence of Oedipus. As the words of 

Homer's poetry fell from the lips of clear-voiced rhapsodes, 

they recognized that Homer, too, was a tragedian; his poetry, 

too, possessed those qualities which characterized the great 

tragedians. 
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In this thesis we are going to discover just what the 

ancients meant by the term 11 first tragedian". The reasons for 

this title are to be found within the Homeric poems themselves. 

In our search for these reasons we shall employ Aristotle's 

concept of tragedy, limiting it to four essential elements, 

plot, character, thought and emotion. We are using Aristotle.' s 

concept of tragedy, because he was a Greek, who sat year after 

year with many an Athenian throng listening to those famous 

Greek tragedies. He dwelt with those who knew their tragedy 

well, and he himself has stated concisely what he experienced 

by "the tragic". With Aristotle as our guide, we shall in

vestigate the Iliad and the Odyssey to find out whether Home~ic 

tragedy was really the seed out of which blossomed forth the 

immortal flowers of Athenian tragedy. The ancient authors ap

parently thought Homer's poetry was the germ of later tragedy. 

If so, then we should be able to find in the Homeric poems 

those elements which were later essential to true Greek tragedy. 

Our investigation will ascertain to what extent Homer used 

those details which Aristotle many centuries later was to lay 

down as criteria for ;ood tragedy. In this way we hope to vin

dicate the name of Homer as the First Tragedian. 



CHAPTER I 

ANCIENT TESTIMmrY OF HOMER'S TRAGIC ABILITY 

When reading the Poetics one cannot help but notice how 

frequently Aristotle quotes and alludes to the poems of Homer, 

which he constantly uses to exemplify and illustrate his own 

treatise.l If we were to gather together the statements he 

makes about Homer, the following is the judgment, stated con-

cisely, which he passes on Homer in this work. 

Homer is highly honored fQr the 
way in which he conceals matters 
that are illogical, for the way 
in which he tells falsehoods, for 
his unity, his Discoveries, and 
plots, and for the fact that he 
is not ignorant of the part the 
poet hi~self should fill in his 
poetry. 

There are many passages in the writings of Aristotle which 

could be cited to substantiate the close relation he saw be-

tween tragedy and Homeric epic poetry. For him epic was just 

another for~ of the tragic art; perhaps it would be better to 

say, an earlier form. In the twenty-third and twenty-fourth 

chapters of the Poetics, where he treats of epic poetry, he 

constantly refers to what he has already said about tragedy, 

1 w. s. Hinman, in his dissertation, Literary Quotation and 
Allusion in the Rhetoric, Poetics and Nicomachean Ethi~of 
Aristotle-rna publ. given, Staten ISiand, N. Y., 106-117)-,
shows that Aristotle has quoted Homer twenty times, and al
luded to him twenty-seven times in the Poetics. 

2 ibid., 130. 
4 
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applying the same elements (except for song and spectacle) to 

both. In general, that relation between tragic and epic poetry 

is clearly expressed in the following sentence from the Poetics. 

~C1'77'6J; ~ F Kct~ r~ IT mv a o<.l~ J,J.fi.'A a (I"T« 7T'O c YJ-
T"JS 0~'1'\~0'i ~v (fJOYfl~ 1.--P ou;c; 8Tt ~tl dAX.. 
ll•tt. ~~~~V'f.tS . ffctt'-dTirc«S lno{l)CT'fiY), oi1TWS 
1<111\ -df 'rlis I<UJ~ !¥ llfii.S crx~ IJ:~:'Cot Trf iJ TOS 
tm?J~, St'"-V 0~ ,~ro'i .v.A.~ ~ r~}.,lll'llv (pf/1.-
~fi..TO rro • ~ cratS. 3 

Although in the context Aristotle is speaking more of comedy, 

it is quite evident that there was not the slightest doubt in 

his mind that Homer's poetry was an excellent example of dra-

matic content and action. For him Homer was not 0:::1ly a supreme 

poet and a superb story-teller, but a dramatist, a tragedian. 

Moreover, he considered epic and tragic poetry as kindred modes 

of imitation.4 

The full import of the passage just quoted is brought out by 

Hinman. 

• • .Aristotle means that one may relate 
a story by simple narration or by drama
tization, both of which Homer does. Plato, 
Rep. 392D-394D, describes Homer in the 

3 Poetics 1448b 34ff. (The text used in this thesis is that 
of I. Bywater, Aristotelis de Arte Poetica Libor, second 
edition, Oxford Classical Texts-Series, Clarenaon Press, 
Oxford, 1938.) 

4 cf. Poet. 1447a 13ff. 
5 Poet:-I448a 20-24. 



same terms as both narrating and drama
tizing. Without this parallel from Plato 
the passage from Aristotle would be an 
enigma, as Bywater in his note on this 
passage of the Poetics says, although the 
context of Aristotle seems clear and Homer's 
method suggests the solution of the lacuna.6 

6 

It is not my intention to list here all the passages in 

the Poetics, where Aristotle refers in any way to Homer and 

his relation to tragedy. These, for the most part, will appear 

during the course of the discussion. However, a few general 

remarks of the Stagirite will suffice here to express his opin-

ion on the subject. 

After enumerating the various characteristics of epic po-

etry, and telling us that epic poetry should have as many as 

• "" C/ ·o , tragedy, Ar1.stotle states: ~~:us O(lf6{U"IV' IAI'!flos. /1Cts-Xfl1'J-ro~c I<~' 

l'f"1J ~TO S While comparing comedy and tragedy, Ar-

istotle says that Homer Margites bears the same relation to 

comedy that the Iliad and Odyssey do to Tragedy.8 This is a 

peculiar and interesting remark, in as much as it cites the 

Odyssey as a form of tragic composition, although there are 

some9 who disagreed with Aristotle. 

When Aristotle is discussing the constituent parts of an 

epic or tragedy, he remarks: 

6 op. cit., 111. 
7 Poet:-I459b 12. 
8 TOia., 1448b 38. 
9 cf. "Longinus", de Sublimitate, IX. 15, ed. by A. 0. Prick

ard, in 0. c. T.-series, Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1906. 
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This thesis, being an attempt to show that the elements of 

tragedy are found in Homer's epics, will be in full accord 

with the last phrase of the above citation, because it is clear 

from the context that Aristotle is referring mainly to song 

and spectacular staging as the elements which are not found in 

epic poetry. We have here, however, an explicit statement of 

Aristotle that the elements of tragedy can be found in epic 

poetry. This epic poetry we know to be specifically that of 

Homer. 

The few quotations that have been given from the ~oetics 

suffice, I think, to illustrate the close reliance between 

tragedy and the Homeric poems that Aristotle noticed. During 

the course of this thesis many other quotations will appear, 

which will bring out in more detail the reasons for the Philo-

sopher 1s comparison of these two forms of art. 

We know that this notion of tragedyts dependence on Homer 

was not by any means a new one with Aristotle. He seems to be 

merely restating it, and giving in a more detailed way what is 

found in the sayings of various authors before him. Among 

them was Aeschylus. Athenaeus, writing of him, records: 

10 ~et. 1449b 16-20. 
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6 I \Ia( t 

This saying is famous 

and often quoted. Bassett interprets~it as follows:"· •• if 

taken at its face value, [it) should mean that what he added to 

the embryonic drama of Thespis and his immediate successors was 

due to the inspiration and pattern of Homer.nl2 Athenaeus is 

contrasting Aeschylus with a certain Ulpian, who took not 

"slices" of meat, as Aeschylus did, but a bone or a thick piece 

of gristle. "The pi~ces de res~stance of Homer," says Bassett, 

"are the dialogues, which Aeschylus, by adding a second actor, 

introduced into the nascent tragedy.nl3 

Plaj:;o, too, often speaks of Homer as a tragedian. This 

philosopher's love and admiration of Homer is known to anyone 

who has read the Republic, especially the tenth book.l4 It is 

here that we find him paying tribute to Homer as a tragedian. 

In one place he tells us: 

0 ~ "' '? IS' r I cl ('0 , J I 
UI<.OlN) <=llT'lh' W l\ql}f<.I.AJ'I/ OTbl~ 'f'Mt:lOl) ~'11"1:t1Vt-

J , I I ~ I ' c~ "Jl ~ ,. 
""r()(tS e=-vro~?1s J.~yollv•v , ws r~'l ~ A>-G~"boc, ~-rr,otr-
fe-vK.e-v tJOros /, nnr~"Js ~· 7TflbS Dt<JtK'JO'lll' re 

/(1:1', .,-elf 6 e./CI(r' -ri:Jv ;,,,-{)fot.,J TnVWV 7TOflA.(ftd ~II 
~, .> ;.•A' f)' I \ \ u o(~fOS o(Yol ti({OVTI flolll D(lf~IV 7"E ~~ ~Tot 70 'l"DV 

--rl:>v ~m~y 7'77lvrot -nv cr~ro0 /Jfov 1'<1(-rotrrK~ll-
, -,- ., ~ .. ' '\ ' J , J<> ~ 

o(CTei!;:E:-voY ~'7VJ f•AE-t-1 P,t::Y 
9
Xfl'\ f'!' ~a·'7rot 7 f=, .tt 

Js ovrD(c; I~), rrfT''"TlJ(}J" ~Is Q(l"O'/ 0 u "c:4'{rd~) I<CI( ( 

-----------------------11 Athenaei Dipnosophistarum Epitome, 347e (edited by s. P. 
Peppink, E. J. Brill, Lugdini Batavorum, 1937, II, part I, 
164. 

12 The Poetry of Homer, University of California Press, Berke
ley, 1938, &J. 

13 ibid. , 61 • 
14 cr:-595B, edited by J. Burnet, in 0. C. T. Series, Claren

don Press, Oxford, 1937. 



d"l/r~~f~W..., t:bftY)pOV' T7"D''1,_TtK &J-rct15v 
TrfJ lAJTO Y "7ZZJ V rfl «y tf do., I W V . • - - -

' f<ol.l 
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In the midst of such a passage_, which at once censures the use 

of the Homeric poems as educational instruments_, and yet praises 

the genius of their author_, Plato pays to Homer one of the moat 

beautiful tributes he ever received from ancient writers. 

The underlying reason for Plato's criticism and banishment 

of epic poetry and tragedy from his city-state is his theory of 

art and his :tnterpretation of "imitation"., which, he claims, 

is not real art_, ·out a corruption of the mind of all listeners 

who do not possess as an antidote a knowledge of the real nature 

of art.l6 Yet it is precisely on the point of imitation that 

Plato seems to found his reasons for alleging Homer's connectio 

with tragedy. In his eyes epic poetry is just as much an imi

tation as is tragedy. 17 Because the Platonic theory of imita

tion is ultimately founded on the Theory of Ideas, the reasons 

for such a view of poetry become more intelligible to us. Imi

tative poetry is but a picture of a picture; it is far from 

truth_, shadowy and not the real thing. But the philosopher in 

Plato was seeking out that which is truth. -rofJr' 

15 Rep. 606E-607A 
16 !Drd., 595B. 
17 Il5I'a',, 393B. 
18 ibid., 597E. 
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rn another place Plato explains himself a little more clearly, 

pointing out in what way both epic and tragic poetry share in 

the imitative art. In such poetry the imitator knows nothing 

worth mentioning of the things he imitates; imitation is but 

a form of play and not to be taken seriously.l9 ouJcouv n6wtt-ev 

> c-/ A 20 ov X. Of lT 7 ~ u (7 o< ( • Such a form of poetry could have no place 

in his polity, because it would be foreign to its whole spirit. 

Keeping this in mind when we read some of his other statements 

about imitative poetry, we can appreciate his view, which con-

strained him to censu.re the bard of Chios. Yet confesses that 

from boyhood he bas always had love and reverence for Homer • 
.1/ '' ,.... <t / , ...., ...., 
fOt KC: pe-v '{ofj riJV ,Kcu\t.J¥ C(7TotVT~)f -rovTwY ~JI ~cJ..y tKLtJV llJlw 705 

A more explicit state-

ment than this from Plato we could not really hope for -- his 

love and reverence for Homer, and the bestowal of the epithet 

of teacher and beginner of tragedy. 

But Plato is so wrapped up in his id~a of imitation that 

he is forced to condemn even the critics of epic and tragic 

poetry. And while doing so, he once again makes mention of 

:a:omer•s connection with the art of tragedy; this time he is 

its leader. 

19 ibid., 602B. 
20 rora., 6ooE. 
21 rora., 595c. 
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But it is not only on the score of imitation that Plato 

mentions Homer in connection with tragedy. By the use of that 

imito.tive art in epic poetry Homer aroused emotions which were 

kindred to those of tragedy. 

According to Plato such emotions as pity and fear would weaken 

the moral cha1•acter of the youth of his city ... state. Although 

he finds fault with Homer for stirring up these tragic emotions, 

he admits that he himself has often experienced that pleasure 

when listening to a rhapsode's recitation of Homer. Plato 

recognized Homer as a master in this art, and consequently 

could not help praising him, even though he had to condemn him 

practically in the same sentence. However, he tells us that 

he is willing to give poetry a chance to defend itself, and 

once again he is witness to J:iomer's magical powers over the 

emotions. Plato makes Socrates ask Glaucon, ry ~f, 
1,.. C' ) ~.._;'\ ' / , ., "" r, o' / lr>J"!7 VTr dvrlJ5 /<.e(c (J'I)J ~' ,Pof)ttrr~ orarY or '?J?fOlJ 

22 ibid., 598D-E 
23 ibid., 605C-D. 
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In the Theaetetus, while discoursing on the unity and in-

variability of 1nothing 1 , Socrates refers to Homer as a trage

dian. This reference is, in fact, rather interesting, seeing 

that he cites Homer alone as an example of tragedy. And it is 

stranger still, since there is no reason apparent from the con-

text why he should bring drama in at all, since a philosophical 

question is being discussed. 

The foregoing citations from Plato's writings list for us 

a few of the reasons why he called Homer a tragedian. But he 

was not the only one in ancient Greece to notice the ability 

of the bard of Chios as a tragedian before the time of Aristotl • 

Isocrates, too, links him with the inventors of tragedy, and 

thereby shows that he conceived the technique of both arts to 

' "Jv' 
24 
25 

26 

..> L1 I ·' .:> / .... ~ rr / / ' 
O(v'C/fYtAillT~h 0/f'A-tfO-r£/'attS 71ftS 1 0£11(t.S 77(r./"rtJftS Ktl(r£_,XP 1n<Yro Trt<JO.S 

/ 26 
TrtJt">]tr~V. It seems that IJ3ocrates conceived the psycho-

ibid., 607D. 
Theiet. 152E, ed. by J. burnet, in o. c. T., Clarendon Pres 
Oxford, 1899, I. - - -
Ad Nicoclem, 48, ed by G. Norlin, in Loeb Classical Library 
Wm. Heinemann, London, 1928, I, 66. 
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logical element in both epic and tragedy as practically the 

same. He mentions this as part of the advice that he is siving 

to young Nicocles on the art of writing anything in verse or 

prose. He counsels h5r1 to seek out those details which will 

make a popular appeal and arouse the proper emotions. For this 

purpose Isocrates singles out Homer and the tragic poets as 

models, not, indeed, as distinct models of different forms, 

but as models of the one effective method. 

There are also a few other authors in ancient Greece, whoa 

testimonies will add some weight to the opinions already brough 

forward. Diogenes Laertius, in his Lives of Eminent Philoso-

phers, tells of a certain Polemo, the son of Philostratus, and 

head of the Academy from 314 B. C. to c. 276 .E. c., who had a 

deep love for Sophocles. 

eAe:(~" o:Jv Tt:N ff.v "Of-1po-i 

Concerning him Diogenes records: 

t<J..i« r(Jf-1'/fOV rpO.ftK.OVoZ7 However, Diogenes does net mention 

the meaning Polemo intended by this statement, nor the reasons 

which prompted him to say it. But we will not be far wrong in 

thinking that he noticed a decided resemblance between the two 

authors. This remark of Polemo recalls what Aristotle in his 

Poetics also has to say about hmner and Sophocles. According 

to hi1n, Sophocles is an imitator of the same sort as Homer -

for both imitate higher types of character.28 ·It is quite 

27 IV, 20, ed. by R. D. Hicks in Loeb Classical Library, Wm. 
Heinemann, London, 1925, I, 39~ 

28 l448a 25. 
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probable, however, that Polemo did not.mean exactly the same 

thing by his statement that Aristotle did. 

Among the ancients,29 then, it seems to have been quite 

generally admitted that Homer's poems were tragic in nature and 

contained the seeds of the later art, which was to blossom fort 

during the Golden Age of Athenian History.30 While Plato calle 

29 Nor were the Scholiasts &nd others slow to reecho the opin
ion of their forerunners. Porphyrion, SchoL ad Il. I, 332: 
rr,~rosd Trpoa-wmJ( Kw~ rrct.p~r~r,ev fs, ~" TfJrA'ftfd/;v"; ad I~I, 
306: «f<~ rfiJ TrDrYJ._rff 'I ~GCyttJcl'oC. II(VVcnu.; ad VI, 468: rrpf41-ros 
rrD<ifD(s ~" rpdy'flo,~ E-: rrJ..rn • - Ps. -Plut .-,-de vita Hom. 1 213: 
~ rp~y~d(or ri-Jt Jtox..~v :.AG(~., c~ ~Of-'~fo'IJ. -!S"hilostratus, 
Vita Apollonii, 229K: ~971 votfol TfT(rf.po< ;u~" otihov (sc. 'b!J'lflo") 
!Sjs r~rJ.y~l/G(<; ~(ol'hlro. - Eustathi'-ls 1 ad Il. XIX, 488, calls 
the Odyssey a drama, and ad Il. XXII, 43I, a tragedy. -
Tzetzes I 95 (:Kai b.): 'b~,.., eos ~fTT< K.d'l mrtT1f> t<Uf.tt~/{/-rs K.ei 
fTt;(TVfHK~~ ,1~ !<4'r T"floC(o/d,~s-. (These are all cited in A. 
Gudeman, Aristoteles Poetik, De Gruyter, Berlin, 1934, 109. 

30 Cf. the interesting relief of the "Apotheosis of Homer", by 
Archelaus of Priene in the first years of the reign of Ti
berius. It can be found in A. Baumeister's Denkmaeler des 
Klassischen Altertums, Druck und Verlag von R. Oldenbourg, 
Muenchen und Leipzig, 1885, I, 112. Eaumeister 1 s descrip
tlon follows: "Homer entgegen bewegt sich von rechts her 
ein feierlicher Zug, durch Altar und Stier als Opferzug be
zeichnet. Vor dem Alts.rc steht der Mythos mit Kanne und 
Schale, hinter demselben·Historia, Weihrauch.auf dem Altar 
streuend, es folgen Poiesis, Tragodia, und Komodia, ferner 
Physis als Kind, Arete, Mneme, Pistis, und Sophia. Die Ge
stalten sind saemtlich mit Inschriften bezeiclrnet, was auch 
durchaus noetig war, da der Beschauer bei den meisten wen
igstens die Bedeutung ohne Beischrift nicht erkennen wuerde. 
Der Sinn der ganzen Darstellung des untersten Streifens 
laesst sich dahin zusammenfassen, dass Homer und selne Wer
ke, so lange es eine Zeit gi bt, ,~eber die bewohnte Erde hin 
beru.ehmt sein werden, und dass die Geschichte, als deren 
Anfang der Mythos zu bezeichnen, ebenso wie alle Arten der 
Dichtkunst den Altmeister stets dankend i.rerehren warden." 
This is putting into the concrete the opinion prevalent a
mong the ancients that Homer was the source of all knowledge 
but the part that interests us most is the fact that here 
again is another testimony of tragedy's relation to Homer. 
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Homer a tragedian because his poetry was imitative, and aroused 

the same emotions, as did tragedy, Aristotle saw in his poetr~ 

the elements out of which he knew the later tragedies were com

posed. Aeschylus, who has been called the Creator of Athenian 

Tragedy, referred to his own dramas as "slices" from the great 

banquets of Homer, while Isocrates, the rhetorician, found in 

the Homeric poems a model similar to the tragedies for arousing 

effective emotions. 

Disparate though their reasons may be, the authors cited 

in this chapter agree in this that IIomer was the first tragedian, 

and that his poetry contained at least in germine the elements 

of later tragedy. In the following chapters our task will be 

to examine the Iliad and Odyssey to discover that seed, to bring 

to light those tragic elements contained in these poems. By so 

doing, we hope to show that there is a legitimate foundation for 

tl1ese statements of the ancients, and in particular, for Aris

totle's. 



CHAprl1ER II 

ARISTOTLE'S NOTION OF TRAGEDY 

Tragedy is an elusive creature, a Proteus in its own right. 

The attempts to grasp its essence, its meaning, its spirit and 

to "hold it fast", as Odysseus was bidden, seem to have been in 

many instances rather futile. One literary period after another 

from the time of the ancient Greeks has been witness to these 

attempts, and today it is still a matter of di:::pute among cri

tics. Plato may be listed among the first to express his v-iews 

on the subject. Aristotle, too, made an attempt, but disagreed 

with his master. 'l1his was the beginning of the battle which has 

ensued more or less for two thousand years - Classicism vs. Ro

manticism. But the strange, yet interesting, fact to be noticed 

is that both of these men, representatives of diverse schools 

of thought on this question, have looked on Homer as a tragedian. 

This title, as we have seen, was given to Homer by several wri

ters of ancient times, ann the modern critics have often echoed 

this tribute. vVe have also seen that the reasons for bestowing 

~his title were diverse. To investigate these reasons further 

~ould indeed prove interesting, but would lead us too far afield. 

Ne do not intend to discover why Plato differed fro~ Aristotle in 

~is opinion, if he really did, but rather we want to know the 

it'undamentai reasons for Aristotle's opinion. Why did the Stagi-

16 
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rite see a similarity between the epic poetry of Homer and the 

tragic poetry of the Athenian Greeks? Our ansv1er 1 briefly 1 :ts 

merely a restatement of his, namely that the elements of both 

epic and tragedy are essentially the same. 

We referred to tragedy above as elusive. How iwnediately 

pertinent this reference is will become evident in the reading of 

this chapter. A casual glance at Aristotle's definition of tra

gedy will give one the impression that he had a very precise idea 

of what he meant by nthe tragic". But immediately the question 

arises in the mind of one who is conversant with the extant 

Greek plays, whether Aristotle can be right or not. Are the six 

elements enumerated by him all that there is to Greek tragedy? 

He seems to leave out an important factor or factors, and he has 

been criticized severely for it. Perhaps the cavilling would be 

deserved if Aristotle intended to set forth in the Poetics all of 

the elements which constitute the very essence of tragedy. I do 

not thinl{ that he meant the elements which he enumere.tes to be 

such, and my reason is based on the fact that the second part of 

the work, wherein he promised to treat of allied elements, is 

now lost. 1 Accordingly, to say that the Poetics, as we have 

them today, contains the complete Aristotelian notion of tragedy 

is to be unfair to the Philosopher. 

1 However A. P. McMahon, ("On the Second book of Aristotle's Po
etics and the source of Theophrastus 1 Definition of Tragedy~ 
Harvard Studies in Classical Philology, XXVIII (1917), 1-46), 
claims the secon~book's existence cannot be absolutely dis
proved, but it is unlikely. 
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But to what extent can we follow Aristotle's theory, from 

what we know of it ·in the Poetics? This question is not easy to 

answer. Living at Athens, Aristotle not only attended the festi~ 

vals of Dionysus, where he saw the tragedies actually produced, 

but he was also fully conversant with the writings of the Greek 

tragedians. 2 Because of this first-hand acquaintance I think 

that we may look upon the extant part of the Poetics as an ex-

planation of some of the essential elements which Greek tragedy, 

as he knew it, certainly contained. 

We would certainly do wrong to look upon the Poetics as a 

treatise on aesthetics. It is, at best, a set of empirical rules 

Aristotle did not aim at proposing aesthetic laws which would 

prove universally rigid for all times. This would have been to 

attempt the impossible; fbr·he dealt, says Professor J. W. H. 

Atkins, 

with Greek Literature alone, with a litera
ture, that is,,that had not as yet completed 
all its phases of development. It is, illore
over significant that Aristotle's attitude 
throughout is retrospective in kind; he is 
merely seeking the laws in the facts that 
lie before him, and he makes no pronounce
ments as to the literature of the future.3 

2 Hinman, passim, has shown that in the Rhetoric, Poetics and 
Nicomachean Ethics alone Aristotle either quotes or alludes to 
Euripiaes 55·- times, Sophocles 36 times, Aesch:;lus 11 times; of 
these in the Poetics alone he alludes to Euripides 20 times; 
to Sophocles 23 times; to Aeschylus 6 times. I am omitting 
the quotations from, and the allusions to, minor tragedians, 
since these are only offered as an example of his conversance. 

3 Literarl Criticism in Antiquity, at the University Press, 
Cambridge, 1934, I, 79. 
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The Poetics is not a compendium of ~ priori conclusions. When 

we rea~ize that Aristotle's method was inductive, and the prin

ciples at which he arrived were derived from the actual practice 

of the traglc nH3..:Jters of the two hundred years before him, we 

can see how unfortunate it is that the critics of the Renaissanc 

took the philosophical attitude towards this work, as if Aris

totle had expressed in his uefinition the perfection of the very 

essence of tragedy. 

But even granting that at most they are merely empirical 

.:·ult: s, can they still be afipli ed to extant Greek trageu.y? In 

some cases they can with little difficulty; in others it is much 

more difficult; and in some it seems almost impossible. It is 

not my purpose to illustrate this statement here. We need only 

remember that we do not have extant all the plays which Aristotl 

knew, and from wluch he drew these elements. 

If, then, we look on the Poetics in tnis way, and remember 

that Aristotle was not excluding from tragedy anything else (e.g. 

inspiration, the religious element, etc.), I think that we can 

speak of the Aristotelian notion of tragedy. In applying such 

a theory to Homeric poetry, we shall not be denying anything to 

Homer. We are simply employing these particular Aristotelian 

criteria for good tragedy, w hile presc:tnding from, but not deny

ing any other. 

To proceed, then, to the Aristotelian notion of tragedy, we 
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ask, "What are ita elements? 11 In spite of the difficulties to be 

encountered in attempting to answer this question, it seems neceE 

sary to sketch in a few words Aristotle's notion of tragedy, if 

we are to show that the elements of tragedy, as he conceived it, 

are to be found in Homer's poetry. Such a sketch will serve as 

a general background to the problem and as a sign-post to guide 

us in our search for the tragic elements in the Iliad and the 

Odyssey. 

In the sixth chapter of the Poetics Aristotle Gives his 

definition of tragedy, VJhich ha$ become in the course of time 

both familiar and famous • 

.J <S:' fl I IJ: r I 
t <Tftv' OV>/ 7'"f11t (lfl o tc( tt·" p. Y) tT'"IS 1T'(Jd.~ ~wf tnT0 VOolt!XS 

~', TEJ..~r«s p~yrtJos ~'Yo.Ja-'l}s ~dtJ(J'p.~v~ Aoyf#l 
' '(' I __r. ,,~ .lo } ...._ , 

iWlliS tSKr:ld"Tf11 TWI) f!!:l tJ"i et' "TTHS pOfltOISJ ,-, , • r , :J \ ' J ~ ~ 1 , ' 
6uJ v r(A) v' 1<-rr o'V o t otTI«r(t:niiJ!lS ' ~"-=-o~ /<.t:f( 
,-' I \ ..,. , I ,4._ / q,o{Jou 'Tf"C~l 't/olJflcl... 77']V "l"''V 7TJr &urwv rret- •1 ~-AOI...-

-rwv K.c( tJ d.. ftr'V. 4 

.... n this definition Aristotle proposes "imitation" as the genus. 

~hat he conceived it as such is evident from the first chapter of 

~he Poetics,5 where he tells us that epic, tragic, comic and 

~ithyrambic poetry, the music of the flute and lyre are all forms 

bf imitation. This he undoubtedly learned from Plato, but into 

~his word "imitation" he has read a new and different significa-

l"'i on. 

~ Poet. 1449b 24-28. 
n !Did., 1447a 13-16. b 
p PfiYs., 194a 22; cf. also 199a 13, ed. by F. H. Wicksteed and 

F":lVf. Cornford, in Loeb Classical Library, Wm. Heinemann, Lon
don, 1929, I, 120. 
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rrp:rro v Tot.S. 7 Obviously these are quite different from Plato r s 

idea of imitation or art. Human actions, thoughts, emotions, 

feelings are all the objects of imitation for tragedy, according 

to Aristotle. Tragedy, too, has its own distinctive way of imi-

tating, which we learn is by means of action. Herein, it seems, 

lies the specific difference of drama in general; it is an imi• 

tation of action, in the form of action, not of narrative.8 

The action in tragedy must be serious. By this Aristotle 

wishes to indicate how tragedy differs from comedy. Though the 

meaning of the adjective ~nrovd~~5 in Aristotle's definition has 

been variously given as "serious", "earnest", "noble", all of 

these notions really enter into it, since the play must be such 

that it will command the respect of the audience. Moreover, we 

are told that the action must be complete. ~he explanation of 

this precept, which Aristotle sets down later on in the Poetics, 

has always proved amusing to the reader. For he tells us that a 

whole is that which has a beginning, a middle and an end.9 

Though we may wonder whether Aristotle had his tongue in his 

cheek when he wrote these lines, since the explanation seems to 

be a mere platitude, its pertinence is fully, yet succinctly, 

explained by F'. L. Lucas in the following words. 

All that Aristotle is insisting upon is 
that a play should have good and obvious 

7 Poet. 1448a 1. 
8 IDia., 1448a 28. 
9 ibid., 1450b 38. 



reasons for beginning where it begins and 
ending where it ends; and that its inci
dents should follow from one another by 
a clear chain of causation, with£Ht coin
cidence and without irrelevance. 
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Aristotle also remarks that the action must be of a certain mag

nitude, since beauty depends on magnitude and order.ll But he 

is careful to state precisely just what he means by this quality. 

He compares the plot to a living organism, in which a definite 

magnitude proper to it is always had. So too with the plot, 

which must have a definite length, but one that can still be 

embraced by the memory.l2 

The phras~ "in language embellished with each kind of ar• 

tistic ornament, the several kinds being found in separate parts 

of the play," is understood to refer to drama alone. For the 

qualities mentioned before this might just as easily be applied 

to other types of the poetic art as well. Embellished language 

refers undoubtedly to the song and diction of a Greek drama, 

perhaps also to the staging effects. These three elements are 

considered necessary for tragedy, since it implies by its nature 

persons acting.l3 However, the use which tragedy makes of them 

is quite distinctive, since it intermingles lyrics sung by the 

chorus with actor dialogues, and employs the type of spectacle 

proper to the stage. The quality of seriousness which Aristotle 

10 Tragedy - In Relation to Aristotle's Poetics, Hogarth Lec• 
tures on Literature, Harcourt, Brace and Co., New York, 1930, 
75. 

11 Poet. 1450b 38. 
12 IOid., 145la 3. 
13 ibid., 1449b 31. 
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mentioned earlier in his definition is to be applied here also, 

for comedy makes use of these details, though not in the same 

manner. Besides, lt is true that other kinds of poetry may make 

use of these elements, e. g., the portlons of tragedy sung by 

the chorus are si~ilar to Greek lyric poetry; epic poetry is 

made up largely of dialogues. But the differentiating character

istic of tragedy in thj_s regard is that it skilfully combines 

the two. 

The Stagirite enuntiates as a principal means of tragedy 

the use of the emotions of pity and fear, and at the same time 
~ ' he sets forth the purpose of the use of these emotions - dt' e-A&olJ 

The 

translation and interpretation of this phrase has been discussed 

at great length by the "masters in Israel". Just what Aristotle 

really meant by the state~8ct will never be known for certain, 

since the part of the Poetj_cs, wherein he discussed this ques-

tion, bas been lost. However, if we apply the adage Aristotelem 

nonnisi ~ ipso Aristotele intelliges, we may perhaps have a 

clue to the understanding of this word from a passage in the 

Poljtics.l4 There he tells us: 

~l~~ mp~ evt~~ O'Uf-ti..O(:vcc ~eos- "'fUl\'a_( ~a--
" ;, , I c I -"' 'f' ~ A. f s. 1 To 'tJT" 6-V rr~ tS V717XfXff r, 1 f'l a C 1 rToY 

r A-' ' " "\ tCl ->'1 ' '/) ucoc't'r~' KO(c Ttfl f<-rxl\)..ol/1 OrO'( triE'=O') /Wr cpo,.os 
¥ 1 • £!>. I ' :\ C: ' I ,, err e'ICJIJ'UcrtoUTfA-OS. K.Ci'r ycxfl Vtre lc::fi.I77JS T"f}S 

14 1342a 4ff., ed. by F. Susemihl and R. D. }acks, The Macmillan 
Co., London, 1894. 
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purge the emotions of pity and fear by giving them an outlet. 

so ~ilton explained it.l5 To support such an interpretation 

extrinsic reasons are adduced, such as the fact that Aristotle's 

father was a physician, while he himself was a biologist. And 

so it would be quite natural for Aristotle to use the theory of 

catharsis in the medicinal sense. 

However, it has not always been interpreted in this manneP. 

fA suggestion has been_ made that the word has a further meaning. 

11 It expresses not only a fact of psychology or pathology, but a 

principle of art. The original metaphor is in itself a guide to 

the full aesthetic significance of the term.ul6 In this connec-

tion we should notice that the verb 
r 

~<:.o<Goop~,.,. in the previous 

~nterpretation has for its object the person or thing to be 

cleansed or purified. But there occur examples,l7 both in a 

P-5 
~6 

17 

cf. Preface to Samson Agonistes. 
s. H. Butche'.r; Some Aspects of the Greek Genius, Macmillan 
and Co., London;-r891, 358. -----
cf. Plato, Phaedo 67C, G9B; Sophist 230D, 231E. 
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technical and metaphorical usage, where the object of K.cx.e«:f>~"/ 

is the icnpurity itself, and not the person or thing. "With this 

construction the verb means not mel'ely to purge (the system) but 

to purge away (what is noxious).nl8 Such an interpretation of 

the word K.J.e~f~ts can be used in Aristotle 1 s definition of tra

gedy; and, it seems, with more exactitude, for the Greek text 

indicate that TtdY roro.JTWv ;r~Brypd-ruY is an objective genitive. 

Accordingly, the catharsis of pity and fear will mean the remov-

al of such harrowing details from these emotions as will render 

them noble and aesthetic. Pity and fear, such as we experience 

in real life, are depressing emotions. Aristotle tells us that 

they are AJrr~ Tt5 • 19 As these are often quite intense in real 

lj_fe, we feel an emotion that is rather of a base, co:rnmon sort. 

On the other hand, when attending a tragic performance, we also 

experience emotions of pity and fear - but they hardly seem the 

same. The d1.fference lies in this that they become like "altru

istic" emotions. The reference to the ~~ which is essential 

to an emotion, is, as it were, transferred to another person, 

because of·the identification of ourselves with the tragic char-

acters. At the same time these emotions lose some of their de-

pressing elements due to the way in which the poet handles his 

tragic plot. Poetic justice, for instance, helps to purge away 

these details, enabling fear and pity to become fit emotions 

18 F. Susemihl and R. D. Hicks, The Politics of Aristotle, 647. 
19 Rhet. 2. 5, 1 (1382a); 2. 8, nl385b). 
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for art and literature, i. e., noble emotions. 

Besides his definition of tragedy Aristotle enumerates six 

qualities or elements which are found in every good tragedy, per-

haps it would be better to say in the most perfect tragedy. They 

are plot, character, thought, diction, son3 and spectacle, and 

are only an explicit statement of what is contained in his defin-

ition. According to these he divides his treatment. He conshlern 

plot as the first and most important element in tragedy, 20 while 

unity is the chief prerequisite of every good plot. 7his unity 

of plot is the one "unity" that Aristotle treats of explicitly 

at any length in the Poetics. The way he describes the various 

kinds of plots is well known.21 A plot is simple, if the action 

is one and continuous, and if the change of fortune takes place 

without peripety and anagnorisis. A complex plot, on the other 

hand, is built around a peripety or anagnorisis. Again, if 

suffering is conspicuous in the story, the plot is ~~8~TIK~1 
>[1. ( 

whereas it is ~otK~ j_f character is the predominating note. 

~~ioreover, Aristotle conceives the c~1.ange in the protagonist's 

fortunes as the main part of the tragedy. This should not be 

the story of a virtuous man who is brought from prosperity to 

adversity, nor of a v5.llain who profits by his wickedness. Such 

tales are not tragic. Neither is the downfall of the utter vil

lain; this might satisfy our sense of poetic j:J.stice, but really 

it is not tragic. The ideal tragic plot exhibits the misfortunes 

20 Poet. l450a 15. 
21 ibid., 1455b 33. 
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of a man who is not eminently good and just, J<et whose misfor-

tune is brought about not by vice or depravity, but by some error 

or frailty. lrct [€ -ro,atiro5 o /-A~Tf. «fnfi 
/A-~-rf: Ot~ K«Kt;,r !(,(~ p.o_fBYJ pt'ctv p.erD(,/l!).).wv 
f' C" / \ ::> l'"j rYf: 1'/ 
ot' OT~fTtQ(Y TIVo< rt;iy €-Y fA.€f'Dl"?J 40'::>'rJ O'ITt.JV 

\ -' / 
/<till F v ro )( I Of.-. 22 In 

such a plot Aristotle says the emotions of pity and fear will 

arise spontaneously. Their effect is best had by letting them 

work on the audience indirectly through the action of the plot, 

and not by any direct means. 

In the_aoove exposition we have met some of Aristotle's 

ideas on character-portrayal, the second of the two most import

ant tragic elements. In the ideal tragic character four quali-

ties are to be found; he must be good, true to type, true to 

tradition, consistent. In all of these characteristics, however, 

allowance is to be made for the laws of necessity and probabilit~ 

which are to guide the poet in his portrayal. The tragic person-

age is to be above the common level, but the distinctive form 

of the original personage is to be retained. Many of Aristotle's 

remarks on tragic characters are of great value, especially his 

dictum that the hero should be a good person who has some fault 

or m.akes some error in judgment, which is responsible for the 

change of fortu.nes that takes place in his life. This is the 

famous doctrine of the hamartia. 

nThought 11
, the third element, is to be understood as that 

22 ibid., 1453a 7f. 
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quality which expresses the intellectual side of a man's charac

ter. It is found, says Aristotle, in those passages where the 

actors propose an argument or deliver an opinion. Since such 

a notion pertains rather to rhetoric, it is not treated at 

length in the Poetics, although it does have its place in trag

edy, because of itself it can arouse the emotions of pity and 

fear. Then, too, the greater part of tragedy is represented 

through the medium of dialogue, which should be guided by the 

rules of Rhetoric. 

Diction treats of the modes of expression. Song and spec

tacle, or staging effects, are part of the external embellish

ments of tragedy, as was noted above, and are largely taken 

care of by the action of the chorus. 

From this it can be seen that of the six elements mentioned 

by Aristotle, diction, song and spectacle are more or less ex

trinsic accompaniments, and not really distinctive parts of 

tragedy itself. The other three, however, plot, character and 

"thought", and in particular the first two, are quite essential. 

When a consideration of the emotions is added to these, we have 

the main elements of ancient Greek tragedy according to Aristot~ 

conception of it. 

We have but mentioned the elements of Aristotelian tragedy 

at this point. They need further explanation in many cases, 

that they may be more fully understood. As we discuss them one 
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by one in this thesis, and apply them to Homer's poetry, we 

shall introduce some of Aristotle's own elaborations to make 

his position clear. 

This concept of tragedy can be found in Homer's Iliad and 

Odyssey, at least according to its more iTiportant elements. 

Aristotle hi~self did not say that all of them could be found in 

' ' I these poems; in fact, he explicitly excluded a few: x~~ r~ p~~1 

..J I 
{Ot' rJ 7o(_. • 23 

The epic is said to lack Spectacle, but this 
is an inconsequential accessory of tragedy 
and should not be a real concern of the 
poet. The rhapsodists in fact have cer-
tain accessories that bring a slight ap
proximation. Melody was probably original 
in Homeric poems and was later discarded, 
whereas it forms only a pleasurable accessory, 
albeit a great one, in tragedy. It does 
not constitute a fundamental element, for, 
when the play is read, that is without 
Spectacle or Melody, the tragic effect is 
also felt.24 

We have eliminated diction also, since it does not pertain to 

tragedy in the same way as do plot, character and "thought", nor 

would anything substantial be lost from Aristotle's concept of 

tragedy by the omission of it. 25 It is with plot, character, 

"thought" and emotion, then, that we are going to deal in the 

following chapters. 

23 ibid., 1459b 9; cf. also 1449b 3lff., where trpts, fU=.A6rrou~ 
ana-AEf1s are given as the means that are proper and exclu
sive to tragedy, as it is acted. 

24 G. R. Throop, "Epic and Dramatic", Washington University 
Studies, V (1917), Humanistic Series, 4-5. 

25 This is not wholly alien to the ~ind of Aristotle, since he _,, '8 .. .vj , ~ora says with ;regard to diction: u10 7Tb<fJCtf/" tJ w3 oc).,.YJ~ kA-t ov .,1s 
nonrrtKYJ> Or' f}Eu)f>'J}Ad- (~. l456b 18). 
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CHAPTER III 

TREATMENT OF FLO'l' 

In the previous chapter a brief but adequate summary of 

Aristotle's concept of tragedy was given. In this and the suc

ceeding chapte~s we begin to discuss those elements which we 

have seen to be essential to that concept of tragedy. Plot, 

which Aristotle considered the most important for tragedy,l is 

the first to occupy our attention. 

Since plot plays so important a part in the Stagirite's 

notion of tragedy, the prescriptions and rules he gives for it 

are quite numerous. Tragedy is not a mere representation of men, 

but of an action;2 the end aimed at being the representation 

of an action.3 This is Whj Aristotle saiu that you cannot have 

a tragedy without action. 4 Since so much depends on this idea 

of action, he defines plot as the arrangement of the incidents.5 

The plot, then, is the first principle and, es it were, the 

soul of tragedy.6 'l'he tragic poet must be a maker of stories, 

since he is a poet in virtue of his representations, and what he 

represents is action. 7 

1 Poet. 1450a 15. 
2 rora.., 1449b 36. 
3 IDIU., 1450a 16. 
4 IbiU., 1450a 23. 
5 rora., 1450a 4. 
6 rom., 1450a 38. 
7 roru., 145lb 27. 
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Since the manner in which the incidents are arranged deter-

:mine the kind of plot,8 Aristotle distinguished four kinds of 

plot: plots of suffering and of character, simple and complex 

plots.9 The former differ in so far as suffering or character

portrayal predominate in the action. Sin.ple plots are those 

which are single and continuous, wherein the change of fortune 
I ~ I takes place wi t.hout "'i1:-fl c rrere-rO( or c~..vdrvwp ttr1s; whereas the 

co~nplex plot is had when the change coincides with a discovery 

or reversal, which are to be governed by the rule propter ~ et 

~ post hoc.lO Rules of thought are also to govern the arrange

ment of incidents.ll The construction of the best tragedy should 

not be simple but complex.l2 

The two most important elements in the emotional effect of 

tragedy are parts of the plot, namely reversals and discoveries.~ 

We are told that a reversal is a change of situation to the op

posite, which takes place with probability or inevitability.l4 

~ristotle gives the example of the shepherd in the Oedipus Tyran

~us of Sophocles, who comes to cheer Oedipus and relieve him of 1---

his fears, but actually produces the opposite effect by his in• 

~ormation. Discovery, on the other hand, is a change from ignor

~nce to knowledge, producing either friendship or hatred in those 

8 1 bid., 1455b 32. 
9 m., 33. 
0 1 bid., 1452a 12. 
1 m., 14561::> 2. 
.2 m., 1452b 30. 
3 m., 1450a 33. 
4 ibid., 1452a 22. 
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who are destined for good fortune or ill. The most effective 

discovery coincides with a reversal; and this is the kind that 

is most essentially part of the plot and action. 15 In the Oedi-

QUS Tyrannus as a result of the shepherd's information the king -
recognizes himself as the slayer of Laius, and that he has ma~ 

his own mother. The types of anagnorisis are five: by means of 

tokens, by manufactured discoveries, by memory, by reasoning, 

by the complication of the incidents themselves.l6 The best is 

the last mentioned and the second best is that from reasoning.l7 

The third element of plot that contributes to the emotional ef

fec.t of tragedy is calamity (-rrJ.8os ) v1hich Aristotle defines as 

a destructive or painful occurrence, such as death, acute suf

fering or wounding.l8 

Closely allied with these types of tragedy is the question 

of the turn of fortunes. The most successful plot, we learn, is 

that which shall have a single,l9 not a double outcome, i. e., 

where one party has a happy ending, and the other a sad ending. 2 L 

ilowever, the double outcome is the next best arrangement. 21 More .. 

over, the change that takes place auring the course of the trageq 

15 ibid., 1452a 29. 
16 rora., 1454b 2o. 
17 rora., 1455a 16. 
1s rora., 1452b 10. 
19 "~Aovs elsewhere in the Poetics means 1 simple 1 as oRposed to 

rrer-A~yp;.vos, 1complex 1 ; here it is opposet.i to 6r,.,-?..ous, which 
describes a double denouement, involving happiness for some 
and G.i saster for others. 11 (W. I-i. Fyfe, Aristotle, rl'he Poetic~ 
in the Loeb Classical Library, London, W. Heinema:n.n;-Ltd., 
1927, 4~ 

20 Poet. 1453a 12. 
21 ibid., 30. 
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must be from good to bad fortune; 22 this is the best form. 23 

]:<'or worth;y men should not pass from good to bad fortuna in a 

tragedy, nor wicked from bad to good, nor villain from good to 

bad, but a good character with a hamartia should pass from good 

fortune to bad. 24 Wherefore every tragedy should contain a 

complication and a denouement; the incidents outside the plot 

and some of those in it form the complication, and the rest is 

the denouement.25 Moreover, the denouement should be a result 

of.the plot, and not a deus~ machina. 26 Nothing indeed should 

be inexplicable in the plot of tne play itself. 27 

But all these elements and characteristics of the plot must 

be so connected and interrelated as to forrn an integral whole. 

In order that the plot may have unity, which it must have, 28 it 

must have a beginning, a middle and an end; 29 the causal connec

tions between the parts being necessary for pity and fear. 30 

Hence the fact that there is one hero does not constitute unity 

of plot. 31 Epi.sodes, if used, must be integral parts of the 

!whole, since mere episodic parts, which are written for the sake 

of the audience, are to be eschewed. 32 Besides unity, the plot 

22 ibid., 1453a 15. 
~3 ibid., 22. 
~4 nn., 1452b 34. 
~5 I"66d. I 1455b 24. 
~6 ibid., 1454a 37. 
~7 I"55U., 1454b 6. 
~8 m.l 1449b 24; 145la 1. 
~9 m.l 1450b 26. 
~0 m. I 1452a 1. 
~1 ibid. 1 145la 16. 
~2 ibid., 145la 30; 145lb 33. 
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should have a magnitude which permits the proper change of for

tunes with probability, 33 and at the same time it must remain 

!~o~V o TrTo v' • 34 

Such are Aristotle's prescriptions for the construction of 

a plot. Since he refers to Homer as a tragedian, we should be 

able to discover in his poetry some of the characteristics of an 

Aristotelian plot. Certainly we shall not be able to verify 

every little detail, but we should be able to find enough to 

show that Aristotle had some grounds for calling Homer a trage-

dian. 

These characteristics, which may appear d5_sparate and un-

connected, may be gathered unde~ a few general headings: a) kinde 

of plot; b) elements of plot that contribute to emotional ef

fects in tragedy; c) the change of fortune; d) complication 

and denouement; e) ur;ity. According to these headings we shall 

examine the poems of Homer. 

Can the Aristotelian types of plot be found in the Iliad 

and the Odyssey? The burden has not been left to us to decide 

whether or not the Iliad and Odyssey are cap&ble of being placed 

into the categories of Aristotelian plots, because the stagirite 

hinself illustrated his theory by these very poems. He tells us: 
\ , , ,... I c / ' C ' ..1r1 \ " .J ,_, 

kPt.t rrtf I<«.C (fA)'{ 7f0i>J)A.li.TAIV f-KdY't:j'tJf f7'(}1/e-rr1'JK~V' >') j-(1-11 ...L..1tlliS Q'TflOV'/ 

I { 1 J/1 I / / I .J / \ 

K.Df} rnx. B>JT0'(0'( J ~ Of vov NT'tl-oL ~Trl. ~r fl&'IOY Lo(VtJl yvwp tf1'15' rO(~ 

33 ibid., 145la 1. 
34 ibid., 145la 3. 
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[rrfAov} KA'r ~6rK>J'.35 Although Aristotle frequently singles out 

one perfection to the exclusion of all others in the discussion 

of a particular poem, he does not necessarily deny that there 

are others. This is tLDdoubtedly tae case here, where there is 

question of the kinds of plots. In the Iliad the element of sur

prise is so wanting, and the element of suffering so prominent, 

that the poem merits to be called simple, and a story of suffer-

ing; whereas in the Odyssey, the elements of surprise and. char

acter are more evident than the suffering, and so the poem is 

called complex, and a story of character. A simple plot, as 

we have seen, is described as one that is single and continuous, 

wherein the change of fortunes takes place without reversal or 

discovery. Now certainly there are no real discoveries in the 

main plot of the Iliad. But are there reversals? Aristotle 

defines a reversal as a change of situation to its opposite, 

"' r~ which takes place with probability or inevitability (trTl o~ 

This definition obviously im-

plies more than it states, since if we substitute the bare defi~ 

tion of a reversal into the definition of a simple plot, we are 

convinced that more is meant. When such a substitution is made, 

a simple plot would then be defined as one that is single and 

continuous, wherein the change of fortune takes place without 

~iscovery or 1 a change of the situation to the opposite' (rever

sal). Vfhat would a change of fortune be, we ask, if not a change 

35 ~-, 1459b 7f. 
36 1 h1 n 1452a 22 
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of situation to the opposite? This looks like a plain contra-

diction, unless Aristotle meant more than the mere words seem to 

convey. Just what he intended has been discussed at length by 

commentators. To me the only opinion that seems tenable is that 

of F. L. Lucas. In an illuminating artjcle37 he discusses the 

various opinions, and explains the passage thus: the peripety 

which Aristotle mentions in the eleventh chapter of the Poetics 

has a logical connection with the hamartia of chapter thirteen, 

and with his discussion of plot in chapter fourteen; chapter 

twelve is an obvious interpolation. The peripety takes places 

because of the hamartia of the tragic character. These two no-

tions, though they pertain to different elements of tragedy, 

cannot be adequately understood unless their relation to one 

another and to the whole plot be likewise considered. 11 The 

peripeteia is the working out of that irony of Fate which makes 

life a tragedy of errors, so that we become the authors of our 

own undoing, like Lear, or like Othello, kj.ll the thing we love."~ 

According to this interpretation Lucas paraphrases Poetics 1452a 

22 thus: 

A peripeteia. occurs when a course of action 
intended to produce a result x, produces 
the reverse of x. Thus the messenger comes 
to cheer Oedipus, and free him from his 
fear of marrying his mother; but by reveal
ing who Oedipus really is,~ge produces ex
actly the opposite result.~ 

37 11 The Reverse of Aristotle", c. R. XXXVII (1923), 98-104. 
38 ibld. 
39 Trigedy- In Relation to Aristotle's Poetics, 92. 
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It can be seen that the example used by Aristotle is of great 

importance to the understanding of the definition. Lucas's 

interpretation, which depends much on that example, makes the 

definition of a simple plot at least intelligible. 

Now Aristotle said that there is no peripety in the Iliad. 

Is this true? Achilles leaves the battle in anger plotting mis-

fortune for his friends. He told them that one day a craving for 

the son of Peleus would overtake all the Achaeans, and Agamemnon 

for all his grief would not be able to help them, but would gnaw 

out his heart in grief and wrath because he had not honored the 

best of the Achaeans.40 And when misfortune is actually come 

upon them, he still remains adamant in his wrath. Odysseus in 

words of terrible import describes for Achilles the plight of 

the Greeks; the Trojans and their far-famed allies have set their 

bivouac hard by the ships of the Greeks, and they will not be 

stopped uutil they have set fire to the ships.41 And Achilles's 

answer is: 

40 

41 
42 



the Achaeans. This is the course of action which the son of 

peleus had intended, and it has come to pass. Now he has them 

where he wants them, begging on their knees. Yet despite his 

wrath he sucCl.l.mbs to the pleading of Patroclus, and allows him 

to lead forth his l>1yrmidons to do battle agajnst the Trojans, 

and to relieve the hard-pressed Greeks. But he himself will 

not fight - not until the battle begins to rage about his own 

ships. 44 But Patroclus is killed, and then does the misfortune 

which Achilles planned return like a boomerang upon hinself. He 

has lost his dear friend, because he desired to see the Achaeans 

in the dire straits to which his anger would reduce them. He 

cries to his mother: ~ ... a-~Aet1il.. 45 

This might seem at first to be a perfect peripety, and then 

the Iliad could not be said to be a simple plot. But, as we 

have seen, the course of action should produce, not the intended 

x, but the opposite of x. Achilles, by staying away from battle 

in his wrath, brought the Greeks to their knees before him -

thus prooucinr; x. Later events, however, brought it about that 

rr.isfortune should come upon him, and produce, not the opposite 

43 ibid., 421-426. 
44 rora., 16, 61. 
45 ibid., 18, 82. 
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of x, but a misfortune comparable to it - the death of Patroc

lus. However, it was not his G.irect action that did it. In 

this sense I think that Aristotle was viewing the Iliad, when 

he said it contained a simple plot. It is not, however, as per-

feet as he would seem to wish a simple plot to be. 

The Odyssey, on the other hand, is cited by Ar:lstotle as an 

example of a complex plot. The fortunes of Odysseus at the end 

of the story are the exact opposite of those in the beginning 

nf the story. In the case of the suitors likewise the~e is a 

reversal of fortune because of their own malice. Aristotle 

briefly s~~tarizes the plot of the Odyssey as follows. 

is obvious. The Odyssey has a complex plot, but it is also a 

story with a double outcome, which alters the notions of peri

pety somewhat, since the hero comes in the end, not to calamity, 

but to happiness. Aristotle remarked that the complex plot is 

better for a perfect tragedy, (i. e., one with peripeties and 

discoveries), but a story with a single outcome is a better 

tl•agedy than one with a double outcome. The Odyssey, then, in so 

46 Poet. 1455b 17f. 
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rar as it has a complex plot, can be called a perfect tragedy, 

but in s o far as it has a double outcome is less effective in 

attaining the tragic finis than the Iliad. 47 

As a parallel to a Tfc::J.r~r,'-< mt8?7tJ<~ Aristotle cites the 

Iliad. We need only read the first few lines of the prologue to 

gather the gist of the entire poem. 
M?jv1v d.r:-t J"c, ~c.~1 7r'7.?. ..,·ic:X ch~ ~.x,.tA~os 
ot~o,...t.v~~ ~ ,._.,pt ~}(~'"~l cUy~' ~~'ll<~,, 
~AA.:,Cs o' ttp9'-~ous 'tfiCJl\.(.S lh·Ct rrpo't"otttJ•v 

C I ~ \ d.' _, 1 I " I 
>'If~'"' wv1 duTo"V, £ ~ """f~ IEUX~ Kll v~crcrrv 
OttAJv ot'r[ n ~, • • • 

lAs s. parallel to a ~.tyc.,tdt~ Yjdct<ry the Odyssey is cited, since 

the emphasis in this poem is not so much on suffering and calam

tty, although these are not lacking, but rather on the develop

jment of character. The element of surprise, too, brought about 

by the frequent discoveries, is more prominent. L. Adam remarks: 

47 

48 
~9 

Wunder muss es uns aber mit Recht nehmen, 
dass der Philosoph zu vergessen scheint, 
dass auch in der Odyssee der Freiermord zu 
den drastischen Erscheinungen gerechnet 

· werden muss, ebenso gut wie dte mannig
fachen Toetungen in der Ilias, obwohl sie 
sonst in dieser Beziehung zu jenem Werke 
in einem allerdings schroffen Gegensatze 
steht und ~e der T~at mehr charakterschil
dernd ist. 

This is an interesting point, since it is often said that the 
Odyssey is a sort of comedy; cf. 1Longinus', De Sublimitate, 
ix. 15: orov~~ I<WfA-'fH:fi'-< its 6frrtY 'J8ctfoyt'Jvprvlf. For Ar~s
totle the Odyssey was tragedy; and it is important to remem
ber this. He tells us that the Iliad and Odyssey are to the 
tragedies, as the Margites is to the comedies {Poet. 1448b 38. 
Il. l. 1-5 
Die Aristotelische Theorie vom Epos nach ihrer Entwicklung 
Der Griechen und Roemern, cllr: EIIDOartn; Wiesbaden, 1889, 27. - -----
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So much for the kinds of plots. According to Aristotle 

three things make a good tragic plot, especially as far as the 

emotional effect is concerned. They are peripety, anagnorisis 

13.nd calamity (1r&6os). When we were discussing the kinds of 

plots, we had occasion to deal with the Homeric poems as far as 

peripeties were involved in them. This notion is not found in 

the main plot of the Iliad, but in that of the Odyssey. 

We turn now to the consideration of anagnorisis, which, says 

Aristotle, is found continually throughout the Odyssey.5° Let us 

look at them. In the third book 'l1elemachus reveals himself to 

nestor. 

"'n f(f(f(OfJ Nn;.n;-rlo'YI, p.f-w.. ~ev~& ~l(D(IWV1 
.::.1 t: lie I ~~ , I- ';) ' ' ? 1 ~ 

Ectp ~l .~ o7m'D ,e-v Et f!£-V • 
1 
~r"' ,. c Ke , "?Dr ~l"llA.~:;.w. 

1'/f~'~ f.f :r~,D(,~~=~;, -v.,.l{,1;·ou~ ~~A~(~o1J~ot-tf-v 
rrp'1~'~ , () ~A ',6' Y'), "o~ 6~t"o; 1 ryv otrf,e-~o.l. . , 
"lf"olrpcs e~'V t<~f-os E-Vf'"V p.e-Tepi\Of.'tlt1 ( mv Ofl(ocJOTA)1 

~~ .>Q 0 .-. ' <:/ I tb ~cnJ ' l.J<rcr~o~ T"''A.«0"/1 rf'O v ~t 1 O~J!tTfOTC T,a:.O"t 51 
(fUV f'11t f«pVctfFvOV fWWV 'ltii\IY E-~•A«7r«:=,al.-l 0 

After Telemachus is sent to Sparta by Nestor, he is there recog

nized by Helen. 

50 

bl 
52 

> I I ( .. I ~( ~('I" 
OV Y'ot.<l 7l'1'A.) 'T1V()( ,A..,I'f:LLI E-Ofi<OT,.( /IUO~ /O£fTBOtl " 

..,_!, ,, 1 I :ll I,,-- "" '4._J ,., .) 
ot>• «rOfl' ev7T yuor0f.ttcll(. 1 (J'e~r ~.~~Y6!' Ft~LlduJra<t; 
c f/ fl :.O& .... 1 ~ .. -" r 

tAI.s o o vcrcr,~o.s. f~ ¥"). ryrofc"S vtr ~ot~et:, 

~r;,.,).e-~Y'#J) -ror ,.\~17l" vhv ff!rtl(i.Jc' l.v~ oilcw 
r ~ ~ 1 d l ., ' ~ cl -'1 ' 

J(t:t\ro.J Olt"rJf'> OT' ~}A.~Co t<Uilt.JJTnCJOS f:.,t'(E!Cl 1"\Y-fd~ 
.., \ 1'1 II) ~ \ --r: I 'l 1\ ' c /' 52 
>J f\ 0 £o Vlttl I fO• 1) i J 7fDI\~~OV t7 fii(01JV 0 f t4CX t 0\1 T£. S • 

Poet. 1459b 15. Some of these have been treated by D. Perri~ 
"Recognition Scenes in Greek Literature," A. J. P. XXX (1909) 
371-384, who claims that some of the recognitions in Homer 
cannot fit Aristotle's types. To the contrary, cf. D. Stuart 
"The Function and the Dramatic Value of the Recognition Scene 
in Greek Tragedy," ibid., XXXIX (1918), 268-290; cf. Thr:oop, lf 
Od. 3. 79·85. ----
!Did., 4. 141-146. 
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In the eighth book whilst the Phaeacians are feasting Odysseus, 

the bard, Demodocus, sings of the war at Troy; this brings back 

to Odysseus old memories and he is saddened and weeps. Only Al-

cinous noticed it, for he was sitting near him. The king, then, 

bids the bard cease, and asks Odysseus who he is. Whereupon 

Odysseus begins his tale and finally reveals himself. 
:>1 "1U ' A 'S c' ,.. {/ <:lf') UU 0 (f f'- U S II(€ ~ -r /I( 0 lf.S I 0 S J'tl( CT\ ll )-.. 0 UN. t/ 

-> " 1 1
1 r (I 1 1 -> ' c/ 53 

C1,1/VfW1rOlU"t fE"fil I l<dl p.i:ll 1<n.e-e5 01Jf•vov ft(~l • 

During the course of his story Odysseus tells of the blinding 

of the Cyclops. After he had done this deed, he revealed him

self to Polyphemus. 

When Odysseus finally reaches Ithaca, and arrives at the hut of 

the swineherd, he is transformed in appearance by Athena, and 

~\ \ I .,a 55 me.kes himself known to his son, Telemachus. otAJ..II( rraTJ')!O nos c.tp..l. 

Previously, of course, Odysseus had recognized Telemachus, when 

he was greeted by Eumaeus; but we are not told explicitly of any 

other recognition by Odysseus. As Telemach~s approached, the 

dogs of Eumaeus did not bark but fawned about him, which caused 

Odysseus to remark to the swineherd that some friend was prob

ably coming. 56 

53 ibid., 9. 19-20. 
54 Ibid., 9. 502-505. 
55 I"'''a,, 16. 188. 
56 ibid., 16. 8-10. 
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When Odysseus goes up to his palace, he sees h:ts dog, 

swifty, whom he had left behind when he went to Troy. There fol-

1ows the sad tale of how the poor old dog recognizes his master, 

but because he was so feeble, could not come to him. As Odysseus 

turns away, for he could not go up to the dog without betraying 

who he was, Swifty lies down and dies.57 

In the nineteenth book, where the Bath Scene takes place, we 

meet one of the famous recognition scenes in the story. After 

the nurse, Eurycleia, has been b:tdden by Penelope to wash the 

feet of the stranger, she senses a strong resemblance between 

this stranger and her master. Then as she begins to 'Wash his 

feet, Homer tells us that straightway she knew the scar of the 

wound, which long ago a boar had dealt him with his white tusk, 

when Odysseus was hunting on Parnassus with the sons of Autoly

cus.58 And she said to him, 

Before slaying the suitors in the megaron, Odysseus takes 

the swineherd and the neatherd outside, and after testing their 

fidelity to him, reveals himself. First he simply tells them 

that he has returned. 60 Then he makes use of the scar again to 

prove his identity; ~'s 6;),~~ pritarJ.. JAG-r}...Y)s 6tn-o~fjd..BE.II o'lJI\1s.61 

57 ibid ... 17. 30lff. 
58 I"6'''((' • .. 19, 392-394. 
~9 I'5Id ... 19. 474-475. 
60 I"'Od ... 21. 207-208. 
61 ~ ... 21. 217-221. 
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After he has released his first arrow and struck Antinous in the 

throat, he reveals himself, this time to the suitors. 

~ 1 :J{ :1/ J • , ' f: I ~ {' ( , .,...A_ 
6J /( t)y f:. S 0 ~~ E-'(' e f C( fl1( f: fJ V Jn) T.OO tr'DV () 1M U I I( C.v VGll 

I I I Cl ~- ,g 62 
OlJf-A-OV ~17'0 p~~twv 1 OTt ~6t l'<~r~KtS 'fJ~TC. O!l(ov • 

Eurymachus, the leader of the suitors, recognizes the man whose 

substance he and his comrades have been squandering. 

Finally we come to the most dramatic recognition of the 

whole Odyssey, - the meeting of Odysseus and Penelope, this time 

to know each other. Eurycleia goes to Penelope's bower after 

the slaying of the suitors to announce the presence of Odysseus. 

Penelope is incredulous. Eurycleia tries to convince her, and 

to a certain extent succeeds. But Penelope must still have 

proof, and when Telemachus rebukes her for not speaking to Odys-

seus, she answers: 

Eurycleia to make up for him the stout bedstead outside the well· 

62 ibid., 22. 35-36. 
63 ibid., 23. 107-110. 
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odysseus describes the bedstead to her, and then with a burst of 

tears she ran to him, put her arms about his neck and kissed 

him, saying: 

In the last book Odysseus, after testing his fathert hopes, 

reveals himself to him. 66 ~hen Laertes asks for a sign or proof, 

K~, (I !I~ K-'t' Odysseus shows him the scar, and then adds: ~ o ifc n, R 

I ..) > I "' ' "'~ c/ " _J "
1 67 {r.vop~ eiiKTL~E-YYJf ~cAT, .oor"""""' ~~ rt"~J, « f'll.' Jn7 e:lwK.t~. After 

convincing Laertes that he has at last returned, he accompanies 

him to the old. man's hut, where they are to have dinner. Dolius, 

a servant of Laertes, who was absent when Odysseus first arrived, 

comes in from the field whjle they are at table, and seeing Odys

seus, stands in awe, as he recognizes him. 68 

In the Iliad, too, there are a few anagnorises, but they are 

not part of the main plot, as are those in the Odyssey. The 

64 ibid., 23. 181-1<:39. 
65 I"'6I'a., 23. 225-230. 
66 'f"6''U. I 24. 321-322. 
67 m., 24. 336-337. 
68 ibid. 1 24. 39lff. 
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rnany discoveries in the Odyssey are what makes it a complex plot 

nowever, in the first book of the Iliad Achilles, when in doubt 

whether he should slay .Agamemnon or not, becones aware of Athena'~ 

presence, who has come to stay his hand. 

Again in the third book Helen recognizes Aphrodite, who has come 

to get her to go her husband, Menelaus. 

recognition. They recognize each other as friends of their 

fathers' house from of olct. 71 Again in the rout of the Trojans 

which takes place as Patroclus leads forth the Myrmidons there 

is a sort of anagnorisis, though a false one. When the Trojans 

saw Patroclus, they thought, as he had hoped they would, that 

it was Achilles returning to do battle against them. 72 In the 

last book Hermes, after conducting Priam to the hut of Achilles, 

reveals hiMself to Priam. 73 

These are the va~ious discoveries or anagnorises that occur 

in the two poems. How do these fit into the five types that 

69 Il. 1. 197-200. 
70 IOid. I 3. 396-398. 
71 I"66d. I 6. 215ff. 
72 ibid. 1 16. 278ff. 
73 ibid. 1 24. 460-461. 
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are enumerated By Aristotle? Many of them can be put into sev

eral of the classes, since the classes are not mutually exclu-

sive. However, we shall just give main classifications. The 

fjrst is that by tokens or signs. An instance of recognition 

by a cong;enital sign is the recognition of Aphrodite by Helen; 

by acquired signs: the recognition of Odysseus by Eurycleia, by 

the swineherd and neatherd; 74 by externals: the recognition of 

Odysseus by Penelope (proof of the bedstead), of Odysseus by 

Laertes (proof of knowledge of the garden). 

'rhe seconC. class of discoveries are those that are r.1anu-

factured e]~pressly by the poet. Such are the meeting of Nesto1• 

and Telemachus, the recognition of' Odysseus by the Phaeacians, 

ty the Cyclops, by Telemachus, by Swifty and by Dolius; the 

recognition of Athena by Achilles, the recognition of Diomedes 

and Galucus, and the recognition of rlermes by Priam. 

An anasnorisis by memory is illustrated by Aristotle him-

self with Odysseus's weeping at the tale of the minstrel, Demo

docus, in the hall of ~ing Alcinous. 75 ~he f~~rth class of dis-

covery is that by inference, such as the recognition of Telema-

chus by Helen; she reasons: here is someone who looi::s like Odys-

seus; but there is no one who looks like Odysseus, save Tele-

machus; therefore Telemachus is here. A false inference is in-

74 Aristotle says that there is a better and a worse way of ~sfue 
these tokens; Eurycleia's recognition of Odysseus because of 
the scar is better than the swineherd's, because it grows out 
of the plot, and is not constructed on purpose. cf. Poet.l454b 

75 Poet. 1455a 2. 
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' stanced i.n the recognj_ tion of Patroclus as Achilles by the Tro-

jans. They reason: one like Ach:tlles ar.rl dressed in his armor 

is here; therefore, Achilles is here. Another instance of an 

inference can be found in the test Penelope proposes for Odysseu~ 

No one but Odysseus lmows the secret bedchamber; therefore if 

the stranger should know of it, he is Odysseua.76 The fifth 

type of recognition is that which works itself out of the very 

plot itself; such are the recognition of Odysseus by :E:urycleia. 

(It was highly probable that he should be washec1 by his old 

nurse, and be recognized by her). Likewise the recognition of 

Odysseus by the suitors can be classified here. So much for 

the notion of anagnorisis as it is found in Homer. This is one 

characteristic of Athenian drama77 that is found abundantly in 

the Homeric poems. 

Now to consider the third element that produces the tragic 

effect, calamity or suffering. As we have mentioned, Aristotle 

classified the Iliad as a tragedy of suffering because these 

characteristics are predominant in it. L. Campbell has well 

remarked: 

The misery and nothingness of human life 
had already been a frequent theme of re
flection even in epic poetry -

Of all that live and move upon the ground 
Nothing more sad than mortal man is found. 

'IIian has no comfort in mourning, save to 
shear the locks, and to let fall the tear. 1 

Amidst the brightness and vividness of the 
Iliad this ever-recurring strain, that the 

76 Throop, 20. 
77 Perrin, passim. 



r- noble and the vile alike must die, affects 
us with strong and simple pathos. The 
burden of all the later books, 'Achilles' 
doom is ripe when Hector falls•, gives a 
wonderful sense of transiency to the whole 
long poem. The counterpart of this 7~s the 
undying power of the Olympian gods. 

49 
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Although the element of suffering is not as prominent in the 

odyssey as it is in the ]liad, yet it is there. In fact, the 

sentiment quoted above from the Iliad by Campbell occurs in a 

little different form in the Odyssey also. 79 The suffering 

brought on the household of Odysseus, on Telemachus and Penelope 

give evidence of the "pathos" of the Odyssey, not to mention 

the trials of the hero himself. 

Aristotle laid down as an essenti&l of a tragic plot a 

change of fortune, fACT~ p.r, 5. The ideal change of fortune, 

he says, occurs when a good character through some hamartia or 

tragic error passes froTI good to bad fortune. Chancellor Throop 

tells us: 

78 

79 

••• the epic conforms in the main to the 
ree,-ula tions which he (Aristotle] lays 
down. We do not see men whom we would 
needfully designate as good passing from 
happiness to misery, or bad men passing 
from misery to happiness. The characters 
upon whom the Iliad and Odyssey are built 
are not preeminently virtuous and just, 
and their misfortunes, as e. g. in the 
case of Achilles, Agamemnon, and Odysseus, 
result primarily from an error of judge
ment or some analogous condition. They 
are in every case men of great reputation 

g-uide ~o Greek Tra~edy for English Readers, G. P. Putnam's 
Sons, },ew York, 18 1, 1"0'5.'" 
Od. 18. 130-131. 
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and exalted position, and clearly in these 
matters set the standard for later tragic 
characters. In the perfect Plot the 
change must be from happiness to misery. 
We see the outstanding example of this in 
the Iliad, where Achilles, by what we 
may call an error in judgment, his wrath 
at Agamemnon, suffers the greatest grief 
he has known, and is reduced to misery 
from his former happiness. His position 
is entirely analogous to that of Creon in 
the Antigone, where the deaths of Haemon, 
the queen, and Antigone, result from 
Creon's stubborn purpose, and Creon later 
repents. In the same way Achilles and 
Agamemnon repent of the 1Wrath' after the 
death of Patroclus.80 
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What the hamartia is of Achilles and the other characters will 

be discussed in the following chapter on Character. Chancellor 

Throop has shown sufficiently that there is a change of fortune 

in each of the poems, although we may not agree entirely with 

all the minor points of the above quotation. In the case of 

Hector, too, there is also a change of fortunes, as was pointed 

out above when we were discussing peripety. Although the Odys

~ is regarded by Aristotle as a tragedy, it does not contain 

the ideal ~eT~~«r•s in its main plot. The suitors, it is true, 

suffer a change of fortune -- from good to bad fortune. But we 

could hardly say that they were good characters with a mere 

hamartia. The first mention of them in the Odyssey sets their 

h ~~ • ~ , .t.tnl.' c arac t ers: or IE 01 ot tl' c ,- ," ' > ' r l<..tt ~tAtTTVGo\S 

~t\ !KillS ~o us . 81 Because of their actions throughout the poem 

we are more inclined to label them as villains. c. M. Bowra 

80 Throop, 9-10. 
81 Od. l. 91-92. 



remarks by way of contrast: 

The suitors, like Achillea or Helen, are 
the victims of ~T,, but they lack heroic 
or even lovable qualities, and their 
death stirs8~ot our pity but our sense 
of justice. 
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For this reason they seem to be a perfect example of another 

type of pe-rri.!IJ(tn.J' which Aristotle describes as the passage of a 

thoroughly bad man from good fortune to bad. The Stagirite says 

that such a plot might satisfy our feelings, but it arouses 

neither pity nor fear. 83 Undoubtedly, the double story and the 

oppoeite outcome for the good and bad characters, as Odysseus and 

the suitors, must have appealed to the audience then as now. 

That such an ending would appeal to many writers and critics in 

beyond all doubt, and suggestions of similar treatment are by no 

means wanting in the tragedians. The tragic pity and fear can 

be aroused, as they are in the Odyssey, under the conditions 

named, and we find no suggestion from Aristotle that such is not 

the case. It is significant, of course, that the Odyssey is 

selected to exemplify this type of plot, and not an example from 

Athenian tragedy. In this, as in so many other particulars, 

Homer and the epic are used as critical models because they fur

nish a perfect example of the good qualities of tragedy. 

Aristotle divides the plot of a tragedy into two parts, 

82 Tradition and Design in the Iliad, Clarendon Press, Oxford, 
1930, 26. TTlie, phrase "sense of justice" is often used to 
translate cp.,A,-.v{Jflw"~Tt~v, which Fyfe in the Loeb edition trans
lates as "satisfies our feelings". It seems that Bowra had 
this passage in Aristotle in mind, when writing these lines.) 

83 Poet. 1453a 2. 
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which he calls bir:rts and AJcr, s • In the handling of these ele-

ments of plot the true genius of Homer can really be seen. The 

complication of the plct, says Aristotle, is composed of things 

outside the true plot and some things in the story itself, which 

build up to what we call today the turning point. In the case 

of the Iliad, the whole Trojan war is not portrayed. From Homer~ 

practice in this respect Horace formulated his rule. 

nee sic incipies ut scriptor cyclicus olim: 
'fortunam Priami cantabo et nobile bellum.' 
quid dignum tanto feret hie promissor hiatu? 
parturient montes, nascetur ridiculus mus. 
quanto rectius hie qui nil molitur inepte: 
1dic mihi, Musa, virum, captae post tempora Troiae 
qui mores hominum multorum vidit et urbis. 1 

• • • • • 
semper ad eventum festinat et in medias

8
res 

non secus ac notas auditorem rapit ••• 4 

Once he has entered in medias ~~ Homer proceeds to give the 

necessary details. How skilfully he has done this has been well 

brought out by c. M. Bowra in the first chapter of Tradition and 

Design in the Iliad. 85 Naturally in epic poetry there will be 

more chance to expand the complication than in a tragic poem, 

whose average length was about 1500 lines. Even so, Homer is 

selective. Take, for instance, the Odyssey. The main idea is 

that Odysseus should get home. He is, however, held prisoner by 

the nymph, Calypso. Because of the solicitude of Athena for him 

Zeus sends Hermes to bid Calypso release him. Odysseus sails 

away on his raft, but when Poseidon spies him, he capsizes his 

raft. After swimming for quite some time, Odysseus lands in 

84 Ars Poetica,. 136-149, ed. by E. c. Wickham and H. vv. Garrod 
m-o. C. 'r. series, Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1900. 

85 2f'f'-
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phaeacia, whence he procures passage to Ithaca. Once on his 

native soil he plots the destruction of the suitors and reveals 

hi~self to his beloved wife, Penelope. This is the outline of 

the plot of the Odyssey. But what about those wonderful wander

ings that took place before the landing on Calypso's isle. Ho

mer has skilfully brought these in as a story, separate in itsel~ 

but revealing the actions of Odysseus, which caused his long 

wanderings. In this way he has incorporated into the story ma

terial which is otherwise extraneous to the main plot. 

According to Aristotle the denouement is to be an outgrowth 

of the plot itself, and not a deus~ machina solution. This is 

something that Homer did not know of; and probably would have 

ignored any way. We immediately recall the action of Apollo in 

the slaying of Patroclus. Homer himself says: 

-'~./()} .., """"' , ;3 , J / 
Er Q(f~ To', "-'TfHIC.Ae-1 ¢»'~~''1 to-rero TE"e-vnr 
,, / :1... ,. (J ~ ' ,. ~ , 86 

7!-.I'TE-ro 1"',. 7lJ' <:rcJL,...os e-v• l<f>.CTC~"'J 'VI",UI~~. 

In the slaying of Hector by Achilles Athena was instrumental in 

leading on the victim by words and guile. 87 Finally, to stay 

the terrible grief of Achilles, and to make him cease mutilating 

the corpse of Hector, Thetis, his mother, is again brought on 

the scene. 88 In the Odyssey Athena comes in the guise of Mentor 

to help Odysseus, but does not help him so conspicuously as do 

the gods in the Iliad. 89 

86 Il. 16. 787-788. 
87 ibid., 22. 247. 
88 ibid • 1 241 '137-138. 
89 Od. 22, 236-2~9. 
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commentators seem to be at the:tr wits' end in trying to explain 

away the action of the gods in these circumstances. And yet, 

explain as much as they will, the gods and their work still re-

main. Homer, no doubt, never heard of a deus ~ machina, which 

was introduced in the time of Euripides, in the age of rational-

ism with its sophisticated ideas about the gods. The simplicity 

with which Homer uses his gods, whenever he pleases and howso-

ever he pleases, has always been noted in his poems. Whether we 

label their actions as a deus ex machina solution (thus offend-

ing against Aristotelian canons) or not, we know that the plot 

still affects us the same. 

There remains for our consideration one characteristic of 

an Aristotelian plot - its unity. Above all else the plot shoul 

be unified. Aristotle goes into great detail in his explanation 

of this characteristic. And throughout all of it we get the 1m-

pression that he had Homer's poetry constantly before his mind's 

eye. The majority of the details fit the Iliad and the Odyssey 

perfectly. In fact, the unity of the two poems is one of the 

most cogent arguments that they were the product of one mind. 90 

~he order of the details in the poems, which hang so closely 

together by a logical chain of reasoning force this conclusion 

90 Even Wolf had to admit: "Quoties ••• penitus immergor in il
lum veluti prono et liquido alveo decurrentem tenorem actio
num et narrationum: quoties animdverto ac reputo mecum quam 
in universum aestimanti unus his carminibus insit color ••• 
vix mihi quisquam irasci-er-succensere gravius poterit, qurun 
ipse facio mihi." Preface to the Iliad, p. xxii; quoted by 
R. C. Jebb, Homer: An Introduction to the Iliad and Odyssey, 
Ginn and Co., Boston, 1899, 110. (Italics mine.) 
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on the reader of them. Indeed, in this regard I am wholly in 

agreement with Professor Bowra, when he says: 

It is now possible to take the Iliad as 
we have it and to consider it as poetry, 
and particularly we may try to distinguish 
in it those elements which belong to the 
traditional epic art and those which seem 
to betray the hand of the creative poet. 
Such an inquiry does not assume that the 
Iliad is the unaided work of one man, 
but it does asslli--ne that its present form 
is the product of a single mind transform
in3 traditional material into an artistic 
whole. On the other hand it excludes the 
view that the completed poem is largely 
the result of chance and caprice, and on 
the other hand the view that the poet was 
completely his own master and the Iliad 
is what it is simply because Homer chose 
so to compose it. It seems probable that 
there was a single poet called Homer, who 
gave the Iliad its final shape and artis
tic unity, but who worked in a traditional 
style on traditional matter.91 

I am not going to do what might seem like belaboring the 

oovious by showing that the Iliad and the Odysse~ have the Aris

totelian beginning, middle and end. By this remark Aristotle 

wanted to impress upon us the need of causal connections in the 

plot which insure its unity. 

Homer has made use of a device which insures in a remarkable 

way the unity and continuity of his poems. The Scholiasts called 

it "ffpor~.'I'Q ~Jv'l<il s. Professor G. E. Duckworth92 calls it one of 

the numerous ways in which Bomer reveals his conscious art. 

Since it is the poet's desire to hold the interest of the audienre 

91 op. cit., 1. 
92 "'l"ftpo;-;;:f{>~ v"t')rtS in the Scholia to Homer," A. J. P., LII ( 193]), 

::S20 



~ in the narrative that is unfolding, he makes great use of p::_ 

ohecy and foreshadowing of events, to achieve this end. Either ... 

he alludes more or less vaguely to the later actions of the 

poems, or he foretells definitely what the later events will be. 

Forecasting of the future: Agamemnon is vlsited by the false 

dream; 93 it was not destinec, for Odysseus to slay Sarpedon; 94 

the use of the word v?~,os.95 The effect that this device had 

on the audience greatly aided the poet in hls task of arousing 

the proper emotions of pity and fear. 

Another device used by Homer to secure unity and continuity 

of plot is the so-called "Law of Affinity", of bougot. s. E. 

Bassett describes it thus: 

In the Homeric narrative the last person 
to retire at night is the first to rise 
the next morning. The assembly is 'dis
missed' by the last speaker or the last 
person mentioned. The divinity who sends 
the fair wind, Apollo, .lthena, Calypso, 
or Circe, is the one who is uppermost 
in the mind of the listener. It follows 
tnat when two-persons, objects, or ideas, 
have been mentioned, it is the second 
which is uppermost in the mind. In the 
catalogue the Greek forces are described, 
then the Trojans; in the episode immedi
ately following (r 2,8), the Trojans ad
vance first, then the Greeks. But in the 
second onset of the two armies (A 42'7, 
433) the Greeks are the first to move 
forward because our attention has been 
centered on them. This principle -
which is almost a law in Homer -- may be 
stated thus: When two or more coordinate 

93 Il. 2. 16ff. 
94 IDid., 5. 6'74-6'75; other examples: Il. 11. 604; 12. 3'7f.; 

~5-6; Od. 9. 528-535. 
95 Il. 2. 38;-8'72f.; 12. 113; 16. 46f.; 18. 311. 



ideas are repeated, the orde~~ ceteris 
paribus, is inverted: ab ba. 
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It may seem that we are reading something into Homeric poetry. 

But numerous examples of it can be found. 97 An excellent example 

of it is cited by Bassett. 

Odysseus asks the shade of his mother (a) 
of her own death, whether she died (b) of 
disease, or (c) by the gentle darts of 
Artemis; (d) of Laertes; :(e) of Telemachus; 
(f) whether another has taken possession 
of his estate and royal power; and (g) 
of Penelope. Anticle:ta answers these 
seven questions in exactly the opposite 
order: 'Penelope remains in thy halls (g); 
no one has taken thy kingship (f); Tele
machus is master of thine estate (e); 
thy father dwells in the fields (d); 
and I died, not by the gentle darts of 
Artemis (c); nor by ~~sease (b); but of 
grief for thee (a).• 

This artistic device did not pass unnoticed in antiquity. Aris

tarchus replied to the objection of a certain Praxiphanes, say

ing that it was a peculiar habit of the poet always to recur to 

the latter point first. 98 Cicero in a letter to Atticus says 

that he will answer his two questions 1Jctaff(JOV -,rpbTf.~ov ~f')!P ti(WS. 

He answers the second and then the first.lOO 

These are a few of the concrete devices which Homer has em

ployed to insure the unity of his poems. Aristotle frequentlylOl 

96 

97 

98 
99 
100 
101 

The Poetr! of Homer, University of California Press, Ber
keley, Ca .-,-1938, 120. 
Il. 15. 55; 143ff.; 157; 221; 229-232; 308-322. Od. 7. 238f 
II. 160f.; 170f.; 210f.; 492f.; 14. 115f.; 15. 347?.; 509f.; 
24. 106f.; 288f. 
Poetry of Homer, 121. 
Pap. Oxyr. l086, on B 763 (quoted by Bassett, 120). 
Ad At t • I • 16 I 1. .l = ~ 
- -- t fl ' \ l. , \ ., ~ Het. 1045a 12-14: 0 o O~•~OS noyo~ H'"Tt~ f. IS . D11 

It\ f' ~ ' ~~ 'f t 
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speaks of the unlty of the Iliad as a (f0'10f.~JAOS1 a "bonding to

gether". Using this as a clue, Bassett investigated the Iliad, 

and found three threads of the plot, which are linked into a 

unit by this rJiJ£~ros. At first reading, he tells us, we are 

likely to overlook this bond, and to find a more or less inor

ganic mass of hero portraits, battle pictures, and episodic in

terludes. 

But if we pore over the poem until it 
becomes to us, as it did to Aristotle, 
6~ <rO v o1f-rGv 1 and if all the while we 
let Homer's strong vertical light play 
upon it, we m~y discover a triple strand 
that runs through the countless episodes, 
appearing with sufficient clearness to 
unite them all and make each contribute 
to a single plot0~f surprising definite
ness and power. 

The three strands are 1) the Wrath of Achilles, which is the 

chief unifying element; 2) the plan of Zeus (which Bassett take: 

to be the plan which Zeus forms and carries out at the request 

of Thetis to honor Achilles •• following Aristophanes and Aris

tarchus); 3) the Instrument, Hector, whom Zeus uses in carrying 

out this plan. 

L. Adam, though he disagrees with Bassett's interpretation 

of Zeus's plan, has shown that the unity of the Iliad's plot can 

be seen from another angle. 

Es bleibt demnach gar keine andere Er
klaerung der Einheit der Ilias uebrig ala 
die oben erwaehnte des Euklides (i. e., 

102 "The Three Threads of Plot in the Iliad", Transactions of 
the American Philological Association, LIII (1922), 52. 



that the Iliad and Odyssey form a cycle, 
the Trojan war, and that in both of them 
the "Plan of Zeus" is to destroy men 
because of their evil deeds], der auch 
Aristoteles huldigte, waehrend die des 
Aristarch (i.e., to fulfill the request 
of Thetis] unrichtig ist. Der Philosoph 
behauptet, Homer habe nur einen Teil 
jener kriegerischen Begebenheiteilfuer 
seiner Darstellung herausgenommen und 
viele der uebrigen zu Episoden benutzt, 
wohin der Katalog und viele andere Epi
soden gehoerten, mit denen er seine 
Dichtung erweitere. Es kann dann die 
Einheit der tragischen Handlung nicht 
in der ~~"'~ liegen, da die grosse 
Episode vom 2.--7. Buche nach dem Zeug
nisse der Al ten nicht s mit der ~ )lvt5 
zu thun hat, ebensowenig wie die Aristiien 
Agamemnons und anderer in den spaeteren 
Buechern. Die hoehere Einheit des ganzen 
Werkes liegt also in der ~o'UA~ A•6s , die 
das ausfuehrt, was nach den Cyprian Zeus mit 
Thetis beraten hat. Zweck Ges trojan
ischen Kriegs war, die Erde von der Last 
der Aenschen zu erleichtern. Dieser 
wird, wie oben bemerkt, ~n den Cyprien 
gar nir8g erre~cht, sondern erst in der 
Ilias. 
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The dissectors of the Odyssey have been few in number when 

they are compared to those of the Iliad. One reason for this is 

the fact that the plot of the Odyssey is much more Q~ified. The 

first four books, the 'l'elemachy, centers all our interest on Odys 

seus, creating an atmosphere of suspense which will be fitting 

for the actual appearance of the hero on the stage. In the 

Odyssey the entire story is concerned with the homecoming of the 

hero. And so it is only fitting that we learn something of that 

home, and of the conditions that prevail there, in order that we 

103 Adam, 53-54. 
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maY fully realize for what he is striving. The much-maligned 

1ast book of the Odyssey, too, is an integral part, and must be 

defendeG on artistic lines, since it gives a fitting conclusion 

to all of Odysseus's wanderings. Many strings would be left 

untied if the last book were left out of the poem. With it the 

whole work becomes wonderfully evrJvo~v, according to Aristot-

le's prescription. The mutual anxiety of Odysseus and Laertes 

has been a note that strikes our attention constantly throughout 

the poem; we would have a 'loose-end', if the poem should end 

without their actually meeting each other. s. E. Bassett104 has 

observed that the epilogue of the Odyssey serves as the epilogue 

of the two poems. Whether Homer intended this or not we cannot 

say, but at any rate Bassett's reasons are plausible. The ac

count of the burial of AchillAs is necessary; this is the choice 

that Achilles made -- to stay at Troy and win glory. He died 

fighting. Men and God mourned him. And finally Agamemnon, who 

had inflicted the only injnry to Achilles's honor in the Iliad, 

attests his glory and heightens it by contrast to his own ignoble 

end. Though he had given gifts to Achilles, he never said, "I'm 

sorry". This is his repentance. And it makes a superb conclu-

sion for the Iliad as well as for the Odyssey. 

104 "The Second Necyia Again," A. J.P., XLIV (1923), 50. (On 
linguistic and other gro1mds is the defense of the twenty
fourth book made by Bassett here. J. w. Mackall, who ad
mits the organic unity of the Odyssey, is, however, in favor 
of excluding it on purely literary grounds; "for the evidence 
for its retention is, as re~ards both language and metre, so 
slight as to be negligible.' - "The Epilogue of the Od~ssey~ 
in Greek Poetry and Life, Clarendon Press, Oxford, 193, 1.) 
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Aristotle, we will remember, condemned episodic plots in 

tragedy, i. e., those that were entirely irrelevant to the main 

plot, and described matters that were t~w -rov p.v8e-ilp.otros, Bad 

poets ~Tite such plays because they cannot help it, he tells us, 

and good poets write them to please the actors. Writing as they 

do for competition they often strain the plot beyond its capacit~ 

and are thus pressed to sacrifice continuity. But this is bad 

work, since trageuy represents not only a complete action but 

also incidents that cause fear and pity, and this happens most of 

all when the incidents are unexpected and yet one is a conseqJ.ence 

of the other. 105 And so a good tra;~edy is to be sparing in 

episodes that do not contribute anything to the causal connec-

tions in the plot. 

The test of unity is •• ,supposing any
thing were omitted, would it be missed? 
If its withdrawal would impair the fabric, 
then there is unity. If anything might 
be withdrawn without the loss being felt, 
that element is clearly a

1
5git for itself 

and no part of the other. 

Yet in epic poetry we naturally look for episodes, since it is a 

kind of poetry that abounds in stories elaborately told. Aris

totle himself tells us that the episodes are short in drama, but 

it is by tte use of them that the epic gains its length.l07 

Again, epic differs from tragedy in the length of the composition 

and in metre. 108 Accordingly, when contrasting epic and tragic 

105 Poet. 145lb 37ff. 
106 D:-8. Margoliouth, The Homer of Aristotle, Basil Blacbvell, 

Oxford, 1923, 100-1TII7 
107 Poet. 1455b 15. 
108 ibid., 1459b 17. 
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poetry at the end of the Poetics Aristotle admits that the former 

art has less unity, since several tragedies can often be made 

from the plot of a single epic. If the epic poet were to use a 

very sin1ple plot, his story would be brief and curtailed, and 

although it may conform to the limit of length, it would be thin 

and watered down. But·Aristotle no sooner makes this observa-

tion than he hastens to qualify it; he is speaking of an epic 

that is composed of several separate actions. 

In the poems of Homer there are two kinds of episodes; there 
~'l:: "' e , 

~re those that describe matters that are f~W nu fO 6UfrJ.ToS, and 

" ~here are those that have an integral part to play in the plot. 

~n the first class can be listed seven in the two poems: in the 

~liad, the Catalogues of the Greeks, rrroj ana and Niyrmidons, the 

later destruction of the Greeks' wall; in the Odyssey, the des

pription of the gardens of Alcinous, the Boar Hunt, and the 

~amily history of Theoclymenus. In the second class we put the 

~haeacian episode, the D:iomedeia, and possibly tb.e Doloneia. 

~hose in the first class offend against the canons set forth by 

~ristotle for a truly unified poem. Did Homer write them merely 

~or the audience? It seems quite probable that he did, since 

109 ibid., l462b 7f. 
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such genealogies, etc. were expected of the ancient bards in 

their poems. They were traditional, and the poet had to insert 

them into his poetry. If excuse be needed for these episodes, 

we can only say that they are of the nature of epic poetry. 

Homer was not writing an Athenian tragedy. Aside from this, I 

think that the plots in both poems have a real Q~ity. 

) ' ->,_ I r \ )(\ J' I 

Aristotle made the remark, fK p.~v .t.At«oos l<d' uou rcrett~~..S 

fJ'(r~. rpr~·yyl(.t m~retr«t ~f(.~TlprAS 1 ~Jo p.:v«L •110 He did not mean 

that this is possible because the poems lacked unity, but rather 

because of the diversified scenes that were unifiec in them. 

The unity comes from the fact that Homer takes only one part of 

the story of Troy, and uses many incidents from other parts, 

such as the Catalogue of the ships, and the scene of Helen and 

the elders on the wall of Troy, to diversify his poetry. 

Lastly, a unified plot must have a certain magnitude, and 
~ , 

yet be EVf"VV"O?TTov. That the Iliad and the Odyssey have magni-

tude of length is sufficiently clear from a mere reading of them. 

Aristotle prescribed a magnitude that would permit a ~eT~~d~l5, 

which we have already seen is present in both poems. However, 

the question may be asked whether or not the plot of these poems 

is capable of being comprehended in one view? This has been 

denied Homer. 

110 Poet. 1459b 2. This remark has caused commentators muc~ 
trouble, when they attempt to interpret it. For a discusmcr. 
cf. I. Bywater, Aristotle on the Art of Poetr~, Clarendon 
Press, Oxford, 1909, 308; 87 ~Bassett, Theoetry of Homer 
233; A. ·Judeman, Aristoteles Poetik, de Gruyter, Berlin, 
1934 394 4Sl 
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Den generellen Unterschied der virgil
ischen Handlung von der Homerischen 
koennte man wohl so bezeic~~en, dass 
bei Homer der Handlung ib~e Bedeutung 
in sich selbst trRegt, waehrend es bei 
Virgil auf die Erreichung eines Ziels 
hinauslaeuft. Man hat ja bei Homer so 
oft den Eindruck dass der Erzaehler das 
Ziel seiner Handlung aus dem Auge ver
liert; er verweilt, wie A. W. Schlegel 
schoen gesagt hat, 1bei je~em Punkte der 
Vergangenheit mit so ungeteilter Seele, 
als ob demselbem nichts vorher gegangen 
sei und auch nichts darauf folgen solte, 
wodurch das Erquickliche einer lebendigen 
Gegenwart uebe1i±l gleichmaessig ver
breitet wird.' 

In other words, according to Heinze Ho~er 1 s plots are not 
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Eu~uvo~Tov. After all that has been said, we can do nothing but 

deny this. It is quite clear to anyone who would read the poems 
> I 

as a whole that they are fV lf"t) v'OTN!ll. We can answer Heinze first 

by pitting authority against authority. 

Dans l'Iliade, au contraire, tout est 
mesure. Il en resulte que le poeme, dans 
son entier, presente emine~nent cette 
qualite qu 1Aristote a si bien definie 
dans sa poet i que par 1 e t erme d ' ~:uru V'07rro v 
L'Iliade comme il le dit, se laisse bien 
embrasser d 1un seul coup d'oeil. Lorsqu' 
on vient de la lire d 1un bout ~ l'autre, 
on n'a pas d 1 effort a faire pour se la 
representer tout entiere: les parties es
sentielles reparaissent d'elles-memes dans 
la memoire, et les autres, moins nettes, 
ne sont cependant pas tellement effacees 
qu 1elles ne ferment comme un fond a cette 
image poetique. On ne peut s 1 emp@cher 
alors de remarquer que l 1 etendue acquise 
peu a peu par le poeme dans ses accroisse
ments successifs lui a donne une grande~r 
d 1aspect que les chants primitifs ne 

111 R. Heinze, Virgils Epische Technik, Druck und Verlag von 
B. G. Teubner, Leipzig, 1903, p. 312. 



possedaient pas au meme degr€.112 

And concerning the Odyssey: 

L'Odyssee, consideree dans son ensemble, 
est, comme l 1Iliade, un poeme facile a em
brasser d 'un coup d 'oeil, fU ~vvolrT'ov • 
M~me ampleur et m&ne mesure a la fois 
dans le r6cit: lorsqu 1 on le lit de 
suite, on arrive a la finlsans avoir 
rien oublie d 1essentiel.i 0 
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It seems to me that a good proof that both of the poems are 
) I 

tv~uv•~Tov is the fact that they can be briefly outlined. Aris-

totle did it for us in the Poetics in the case of the Odyssey. 

Gudeman has made a similar outline for the Ilia.d. 

Kach langjaehriger Eelagerung einer Stadt 
entzwe:tt sich einer der Fuehrer mit dem 
Oberbefehlshaber und zieht sich grollend 
vom Kampfe zurueck. Erst ala sein Freund 
von der Hand des feindlichen Feldherrn 
gefallen ist, versteht er sich zur Ver
soehnung, mn sich an dessen Ubet!5nder 
zu raechen, was auch geschieht. 

If 1t were not possible to do this to the two poems, we 

might be inclined to agree with Heinze. L. Adam cites the 

testimony of Eustathius in this regard, which is quite interesttrg. 

112 A. et M. Croiset, Histoire de la Litterature Grecque, An-
cienne Libraire, Fontemoing-et-cie., Paris, 1928, I, 214. 

113 ibid., 344. 
114 Poet. 1455b 17ff. 
115 op. cit., 314. 



Ueber die Anlage des Epos aeussern sich 
die Spaeteren uebereinstimmend mit Aris
toteles. Eustathius stellt 5, 31 an die 
Snitze seiner Eroerterungen den Satz: cr- rl 1 ..._ .J ll. I OJ' H ftl-11 Tl CTcJV&~S' oiOI"0\1 /<f/C. 

f:llc/f~O~rov ~ ~' Ilu/i.. f"os 7ttliJltr,tS. 'Z_orher 
hat er bemerkt (5, 6ff.): "'T'~ur~ll ~v 

I I ::., I J ::. , } 
~t ~Aov o-,u"-A. Yj -,rn I<~ATtf ov, .L.t\ 1 .._,t~~- E I(J;(" ~ !~,. . . 
f/rt 7TtfJ'~X'' ~ t<•rfll(. '""n'Jr' TAt~v rrvp.rrE::<T'TJI/

1
-r-t 

•.,-u ~ Tpua i'rc« , und ebenda 31: "':}JJ.~,w~l. l1r 1 n ~v E-hniv lJ~f,po11 "IAt~5 To'~ TO V' Etrn 
~ tJp,~o'IJ 7fCi)'l~. Obwor .. l mir eine 

Haupthandlung aus dem ganzen trojan
ischen I~iege gewaehlt ist, hat doch der 
Dichter auch der uebrigen Teile desselben 
~~dacht, ganz so wi! 1~ristoteles es Kap. 
XXIII, 5 behauptet. 
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We have exam:i.ned the poems of Homer in the light of Aris-

totle 1 s prescr~ptions for plot. Almost all of the points which 

Aristotle claimed to be necessary for a good tragic plot are 

to be found in Homer to some degree at least. They are not all 

fully verified in his poetry, but the major points are. The 

investigations of this chapter have brought to light some of 

the reasons why Aristotle was induced to look on Homer as a 

tragedian, even according to his own standards which he so 

definitely set forth in the Poetics. 

116 op. cit., 41. 
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CHAPTER IV 

THEA'l'MENT OF CHARACTER 

In the eyes of Aristotle character was the second in impor

tance of all the six elements of tragedy. Plot was the most 

essential. The ·qngltsh word "character" tends to convey a littlE 

more than was most likely meant by the Greek word ~8o~, which 
Ill t>1 I ., , , 

is defined by Aristotle uv o "'aovs- rtvcas E-•ve~~• tP•~-Aff.V nus 

'lt'?~TT•~ . 1 It is that which reveals a c'hoice. 2 By ~6os 

Aristotle most probably meant only the moral aide of a man's 

character; the intellectual aspect seems to have been expressed 

by ft~YO\A.. He tells us further, that although character makes 

men what they are, it is the scenes they act in that makes them 

happy or the opposite. 3 This definitely indicates that ~Bos 

refers to the moral aspect included under the English word 

"character". ?or this reason L. Cooper4 translates it as "moral 

bent", reserving the word "character" for the purpose of ex-
<i' 1\ r- , 

pressing the combination of '1t7'~ and orolV"Ollll. Aristotle tells u~ 

too that thought and character influence the action of the plot.5 

Here he has linked together the two notions - expressive of their 

1 Poet. 1450a 5. 
2 ibid., 1450b 8; cf. also Rhet. 1417a 20ff. 
3 IOid., 1450a 19. 
4 AriStotle on the Art of Poetry, An Amplifie·i Version with Sup

plementar~-rliUStrations for Students of English, Harcourt-,-
Brace and Co., New York, 1913, 22. 

5 Poet. 1449b 38. 
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close relationship. Since both of these are kindred ideas, the 

opinion expressing which is predominant in any given instance 

may seem rather subjective. Yet, if we follow the norms of Aris

totle for each, we will, I think, avoid being too subjective. 

As in the case of plo~ so too in regard to character Aristotle 

had some very definite ideas. A brief resume of those ideas 

will follow. 

In Aristotle's estimation character is included in a traged, 

only for the sake of the pl ,t; without it a tragedy is still 

possible. Indeed, tragedies with speeches full of character and 

eloquent diction are less effective than tragedies of stirring 

and dynamic plots. 6 You can have a trageJy without character, 

but not without a plot. 7 

In sketching tragic characters four points are to be at

tended to: the person should be good (t~,r~s) 8 , i. e., his 

words and actions should reveal some good choice; he should be 

appropriate to the personage portrayed (q~~TT~~); he should be 
d 

"like" (o~otos ), i. e., like to the traditional person; and 

lastly he should be consistent (:~~k6s). 9 These prescriptions 

are general, and would apply as well to any play, even to those 

dramas which are not tragic. In particular, the tragic hero 

should not be a paragon of virtue and righteousness, yet through 

6 
7 
8 

9 

ibid., 1450a 29. 
rora., 1450a 24. 
XP~~T~S is the verbal adjective 
ful," "good of its kind"; 2) in 
Poet. l454a 16. 

, 
of ~~«o~~, and means 1) "use
moral sense, "good", "noble". 
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no badness or villainy of his own should he fall into misfortune, 

but rather should he be a good character, whose downfall is the 

result of a hamartia. 10 As living persons are objects of repre-

sentation, these must necessarily be heroic or inferior -- for 

characters are normally thus distinguished, since ethical differ-

ences depend upon vice or virtue -- that is to say, either better 

than ourselves or worse or much what we are.11 Inevitability 

and probability should be the guides of character-portrayal.l2 

However, since tragedy is a representation of men better than 

ourselves, we must take care to paint them better than they are, 

L e. 1 the poet should idealize them, 13 as Homer and Sophocles 

do.l4 

Our task, now, is to examine the poetry of Homer in the 

light of this summary of Aristotelian precepts for character-por-

n' ~ 1 trayal. The Stagirite referred to the Odyssey as r-p«r"ftt~ "J6tKl'\ , 

because the element of "character" was more prominent in that 

poem than neos . However I in calling the Iliad Fr-"8>tTtiC~ I he did 

not intend to imply that character-portrayal was lacking in it. 

Indeed, in the Iliad, the personages may have even better defined 

characters than those of the Odyssey, but they are more subor

dinated to the plot in the Iliad, which is one of great n-,leos, 

The character of Achilles is far more tragic than any in the 

10 ibid., 1453a 9. 
11 IOid., 1450b 3. 
12 IOia., 1454a 33. 
13 ID!d., 1454b 8ff. 
14 ibid., 1448a 25ff. 
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~ Odyssey. Nevertheless, the whole plot - which is an Iliad and 

not an Achilleid - affects one more by the calamity and suffer-

ing it portrays than by the character-sketches. 

The tragic character should first of all be good. The 

character will be good if the choices he makes are good. Yet, 

we cannot adequately discuss this quality without bringing in 

immediately some mention of what Aristotle had previous'ly said 

about the 'goodness' of a tragic hero. In chapter thirteen he 

states that the man should not be a paragon of virtue and right-

eousness, but should undergo his change in fortune through some 

tragic error, and not through vice. The tragic character, then, 

should a) be substantially good, b) reveal a good choice, c) be 

brought to his downfall by some hamartia. 15 

15 The question of hamartia has always been a vexed one. Does 
it mean a moral rault, a defect in character, or an error in 
judgement? As far as Aristotle is concerned, there seems to 
be little doubt that the word means no more than an "error ii 
judgement". "Attentive to all that conditions morality, he 
classifies with minute care the carious errors that go to 
vitiate our acts, but his analysis never takes him higher 
than the human reason. At the basis of all his analyses and 
all his conclusions lies Socrates' fundamental principle: 
all wickedness is ignorance. Corrected, completed, made ful 
and flexible with all the necessary precision of detail, 
this principle still rules Aristotle's ethics; 'The wicked 
man is ignorant of what is to be done or not done; and it is 
this kind of error that makes men unjust and, speaking gen
erally, bad. 1 lllOb 28-30 At the root of the evil, there
fore lies an JM-«.pT {4. or an ~~'-fYTYJ~, that is to say an initial 
error of judgement, which in the upshot causes the action 
to miss the mark it aims at." (E. G5_lson, The Spirit of Medi· 
eval Philosoph~, transl. by A. H. C. Downes;-cfias. Scribner's 
Sons, N.Y., 1 40, 330) This is not incompatible with our 
explanation of ~eos as expressing the moral aspect of a man's 
character; the two can be reconciled. The error in judgment 
refers to a man's practical intellect, while the notion of 
~~~~ot~ will refer chiefly to his speculative intellect. The 
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Now in Achilles we have an example of Aristotle's 11 good11 

character. Homer's portrayal of .Achilles presents h1.m as an 

essentially noble character.l6 The poet calls him pf:~Bu ,_,.os 17 

and ~~~~wY • 18 In the beginning of the Iliad we see him as a 

generous, noble warrior, who fears not death, but seeks only 

justice. When the darts of Apollo have been assailint': the hosts 

for days, it is .Achilles who assembles the army and suggests tha 

the seer be calle:~ in to divine the anger of the god. 19 It is 

Achilles who bids the seer, Calchas, take heart and speak forth. 

He is seeking only what is right, and will let not even Agamem

non stand in his way. Achilles, too, protects the rights of the 

idea of hamartia as a moral fault is most likely due to 
Christianity; as such it is probably to be applied to modern 
drama, if it is to be applied at all. A. M. Festugiere ex
ulains well the reason for this, and the difference between 
it and the Greek not'ion: 11 Pecher, en :Jrec, se dit r!Af-At1.PT~II~•v, 
et dl.p..«.pTJv~ ...-, c 1 est proprement manquer le but. Pour un 
Grec, le mot n 1eveillera rien d'autre, on ne quitte pas le 

~ / ' '\ plan humain, la r~ference a l 1homme et a son bonheur. Un 
chr~tien evoque a'J.Ssitot l 1 idee de :Jieu, d 1offense aDieu, 
d 1 instinct il se refere aDieu, a sa majeste infinie: on 
perc;oit toute la distance." ("La notion du penhe presentee 
par s. Thomas," New Scholasticism, V (1931), 337} By way 
of substantiating this, cf. P. Van Braam, "Aristotle's Use 
of 'Hamartia'," c. Q,., VI (1912), 266-272, where the passage 
in the Ethics are discussed in connection with the doctrine 
of the Poetics. In the Ethics Aristotle couples «~~~r~~ 
and Uyvotf(. (cf. III. vii. 3) 

16 Dryden disagrees entirely. "Homer, who had chosen another 
moral, makes both Agamemnon and Achilles vicious; for his 
design was to instruct in virtue, by showing the deformity 
of vice." ("Virgil and the Aeneidn, Dramatic Essays, J. M. 
Dent and Sons, Ltd., London, 1928, 224) 

17 Il. 17. 214; 21. 153; 23. 168; 18. 226; 19. 75, etc. 
18 II. 2. 674, 770; 9. 181; 10. 323; 17. 280; 22. 278, etc.; Od. 

IT.470. 
19 Il. 1. 54ff. 
20 Ibid., 85ff. 
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host, from whom Agamemnon is demanding another prize. 21 This 

stirs the anger of Agamemnon to turn upon him too. He answers 

Agamemnon solely on the grounds of justice; the Trojans never 

harried in any wise his kine or horses, nor did they lay waste 

~fields; 

.> \ \ \ I r>' , > (' I ~ e , S' .. :,., qiJ I 
qttlld.. d"~l, eN. fA~r' P(VQ'cOeS', 171ft> E-rrnop.e I OTfd x:)('f>ns, 
T1 ~~v ~fVlJf-fi>Y'22 t'\e-v•AJ~i r:ro{ n 1 ~euvtJ--rrct. 
11fl"Ds Tf>wwv. 

strong words are these, but justified. Agamemnon taunts hlin 

still more, and Athene comes to stay Achilles' hand from slaying 

Agamemnon. He chooses to obey her. 23 'l'he disgust which the 

son of Peleus shows toward the cheap way in which Agamemnon con-

tinually acts is fully manifested and realized, if we look upon 

the king as a mere foil to Achilles. Homer has portrayed Aga-

memnon as a selfish person, a worthless fighter and a still worsE 

general. By contrast with him we learn that Achilles is x~~~T6s. 

He departed from battle only because he could not see eye to eye 

with the views of Agamemnon, which were entirely those of a 

miserly and grasping potentate, always courting the expedient. 

In the first book of the Iliad Homer has given us a picture of 

Achilles, which fits well the prescription of Aristotle that the 

tragic hero should be "good". He is not the paragon of virtue 

and righteousness, which Aristotle said was to be avoided. His 

21 ibid., 122f. 
22 Ibid., 158-160. 
23 Im., 216. 
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argument with Agamemnon brings that out sufficiently. 24 Rather 

is he a perfect example of Aristotle's hero. 

Throughout the rest of the Iliad we can find instances that 

bear out the impression of his character which we gather in the 

first book. Andromache's speech, in which she describes the 

destruction that Achilles wrought in her family, laying waste 

the city, Thebe, killing her father and brothers, in a subtle 

His concern for the wounded !nan whom Nestor led forth from battlE 

shows us a gentler side of his char~cter.26 Though raging in hiE 

hut, he still feels for his friends. His tenderness is likewise 

manifested in his dealing with Patroclus. 27 \~en speeding forth 

the Myrmidons to battle, he shows another side of his make-up, 

24 C. M. Bowra says: urn this scene Achilles is guilty of a lacll 
of o(/ow..s to his superior lord." (Tradition and Design in the 
Iliad, 18). This may be true, provided we ~not take-rh~ 
lack of ~~rl~s to be Achilles' hamartia, as Eowra does. Achil
les is really not in the wrong here; his actions in this 
scene are not the direct cause of his catastrophe. 

25 Il. 6. 416-427. 
26 IOid., 11. 611-615. 
27 ibid., 16. 7ff. 
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which was hitherto concealed under the cloak of his warrior's 

wrath. 28 The grief he feels for Patroclus, his dearest friend, 

which is even allowed to thrust aside his anger, and to move him 

to action against his oath, is one of the most telling testimonle 

of his noble character. 29 Finally, magnanimity is set as a 

fitting crown u;,on that noble character, as he chooses to allow 

Priam to ransom the body of Hector. 

"i' :.1 .. 1/ , ' , ,, 
TQ f-lY)" OS llf1f'tVct ¢spot ~~ VE:t<pov oryorro, 
E• [~ rr~~<f>povc $vpfl bAu, .. nrtos o1 iSr~s ~vdl'(E.,. 30 

This is the answer that he makes to Thetis, as she persuades hi~ 

to oease mutilatin~"' the corpse. If Achilles were wicked at heart 

and an utter villain, the final scene of reconciliation could 

never have taken place. His treatment of Priam, 31 his promise 

to desist from battle until the funeral of Hector is over, 32 

serve only to confirm our first impression of his substantial 

goodness. 
, 

At heart Achilles is XP~~o~. The stock epithets 

11 impiger, iracundus, inexorabilis, acer, 1133 express Achilles' 

character, as influenced by the wrath he cherishes for Agamemnon. 

E,ut they do not give us an adequate picture of a person who is 

fundamentally noble, and who also possesses many gentler quali-

ties. 

The choices which Achilles makes (Aristotle said that a 

28 ibid., 16. 155, 200, 232. 
29 ibid., 18. 22ff. 
30 ibid., 24. 139-140. 
31 ibid., 24. 508; 515-516, 549-551. 
32 IDid., 24. 670. 
33 HOrace, Ars Poetica, 121. 
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character would be good, if the person made good choices), were 

on the whole good. From these we build up our idea of him as a 

"good" character. Yet what of his great choice in the ninth 

book to remain away from battle? Aristotle also said that the 

change of foruntes in a tragedy should be from good to bad, and 

should be due to some great flaw in the character of such a man 

as we have described. 34 Though Achilles is a good character, he 

·is weakened by his hamartia, which is the cause of the catastro-

phe that comes upon him. Various opinions have been set forth 

as to what this hamartia lS. Substantially I agree with Pro

fessor Bassett. 35 Achilles' error in judgment comes only in the 

ninth book, when he rejects the plea of his friend Ajax to fight 

at once. In the first book of the Iliad Achilles withdrew from 

battle saying that the Greeks would. feel their loss. 36 While he 

sat by the seashore, he brooded, and as he broods, the insult 

of Agamemnon grows to greater proportions. When the envoys come 

from Agamemnon, they find him trying to cheer his soul with 

music - a poor substitute in his desolation. His greeting to 

these envoys clearly reveals his condition. 

He hails them, thinking that his friends are coming over to his 

side. But when Odysseus begins to speak, he soon sizes up the 

.\)_5. , I 
34 Poet. 1453a 13-17 (ut e~ti-Jel prtttv ,U~t«A'lv). 
35 ""T1i"e rAJN~.prftc of Achilles", T. £!• P. A., LXV (1934), 47-69; 

cf. also The Poetry of Homer, 194'ff. 
36 Il. 1. 240-244. 
37 ibid., 9. 197-198. 
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real purpose of their journey. Odysseus offers him gifts, which 

Agamemnon will give him, if only he will return to battle - if 

only he will save the Greeks. These Achilles rejects, and gives 

his reasons, citing all the selfish acts which Agamemnon has 

perpetrated since he came to Troy. All of them loom only too 

large in Achilles' mind, since he has had time to brood andre

call them. Now he can recite them all only too easily. Nor is 

Achilles to be blamed for rejecting the gifts; this is not his 

hamartia. Nestor had advised Agamemnon: 

But Agamemnon offers gifts only - without the "gentle words" of 

apology. His offer is a mere quid pro quo for the renewed as

sistance of the man who was worth a dozen armies. Material 

wealth is the thing that counts in Agamemnon's eyes, whereas for 

Achilles it is honor that is all important. Unless Agamemnon 

repents,39 and honors Achilles publicly (ln public he had insult· 

ed him, and he tries now to win him over at night, without the 

knowledge of the rest of the army, in the presence only of !!. few 

chosen friends), Achilles will have no part with him. He is not 

to be blamed for rejecting the gifts. In his eyes they only 

confirmed all that he had thought about Agamemnon, who would 

naturally use them as the only measure of va_lue. Odysseus seems 

to realize that he is not persuading Achilles by this argument, 
------------··---
38 ibid., 112-113. 
39 Bowra (op. cit., 19) says that he does, but offers no refer

ences to-substantiate h1s assertion. 
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ending his speech thus: 

Phoenix then tries to persuade Achilles to accept Agamem-

non's gifts, but succeeds no more than did Odysseus. Finally, 

it is Ajax who makes a pin-prick in the iron-hearted Achilles. 

11 It is the blunt and staunch old soldier Ajax who finally shakes 

the determination of Achilles. Ajax is the fighter par excel

lence, not a moralizer.n 4l He speaks only of love for one's 

comrades in battle. 

40 Il. 9. 300-302. 
41 Bassett, "The c:AfA<Ap-r .'rJ.. of Achilles, u 65. 
42 Il. 9. 628-632, 639-642. 
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<:1 \ A I 1 ~ .( 1 43 

I<.Tt~ot. ICctt fA.fS.t.-VotAJ"roe. fto<X'?S ~run t 0 '""' 

Bassett has summed up the situation in the following words: 

The choice is now clear to the hero. He 
must choose between the claims of honor, 
grossly outraged by an insult unrepaired, 
and the plea of friends to save them 
from d~saster and perhaps death. He half 
yields to this plea: he will fight the 
destroying Hector, but not ye4 -- and 
when he does, it is too-r8tel 4 
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As a result of Achilles• refusal to reenter the contest, 

many of his friends are woundeu in battle. News of this comes 

to the hero from the lips of his friend, Patroclus, 45 when he 

approaches him with the plea to allow him to zo forth dressed. in 

his divine armor, leading the Myrmidons :ln an attempt to rout 

the Trojans. In his reply to Patroclus Achilles recognizes that 

his wrath has gone far; he seems to wish to remedy it, but cannot 

€0 back on the words he uttered to the envoys of Agamemnon. 

ov[.l ~~0( .,.,;is :, 
tXmE-{)V'~S /Cf'.Xotlarr6~c ev; 'fffHS-nv· J/.Jo, e'f~t1£1 F 

-~ r'l Ll ' , . .1 • , ' ' 
()U !r"fOtV /AI'!'~IQ~DV K«r«''lret11tnSp.t!L") 41.A.A' DJr•'17'1 

.J y {'f 
V~CIIS &.p:tAs ~tp;K'fTII( I di.inf 7T rrnft\ to-~ls TE 46 

As a compromise he lets Patroclus don his armor anc. lead the 

Myrmidons into battle. Patroclus goes forth, routs the Trojans, 

but is slain at the hands of man-slaying Hector. When Achilles 

hears of it, his grief is unbearable, and he admits that he is 

the cause of it. To his mother, 'rhetis, when she comes to cheer 

43 ibid., 9. 644-655. 
44 '*The ~A-p.o~prlr~.. of Achilles," 67-68. 
45 Il. 16. 23ff. 
46 ioid., 16. 60-63. 
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him, he says: .,Ov- ~~..1\E-~ 47 Such is the hamartia of Achilles-

a perfect one according to the canons of Aristotle. 

Hector, too, is a type of tragic character, who is good, 

yet has a hamartia. He is the good soldier, fighting for his 

fatherlanj, leading on his men to battle. 48 He is the true and 

devoted husband, portrayed by Homer in a scene whose memory will 

last forever.4 9 But he has his hamartia. ~he prominence that 

Achilles and his·wrath play in the Iliad obscures the fault of 

Hector, and unless we are careful to look for it, we shall miss 

it. For Homer puts into the mouth of Zeus the words, 

\" )- ' I ) \ o' o\1 l(fl 'T.C. 1<.0 rp.ov ~"fhj I-Ii s hamartia 

is a fault in honor. 51 After Apollo has strippe·:l from Patroclus 

the famous armor of Achilles, Hector takes it JAI(t~- ·1<1\ios ~fE-~6\ 

fif~rff - ... thinking less of the objective of battle than of his 

own glory. As s. E. Bassett sums it up: 

Hector's fault in honor depends little 
upon the part which Apollo plays in 
the death of Patroclus, and on his own 
reputation for courage. It consists 
in the undue appropriation of glory. 
There is too much of personal pride in 
his exultation over Patroclus (TT 834ff. 
-- notice that Achilles at X 379ff. 
does not take sole credit for slaying 
Hector), and too much of personal 
interest in the pursuit of the immortal 
steeds ( 1T 866). 52 

47 ibid., 18. 82. 
48 rora., 15, 494-499. 
49 ibid., 6. 392ff. 
50 ibid., 17. 205ff. 
51 ~s. E. Bassett, 11 Hector 1 s Fault in Honor," T. A. P. A. 

LIV (1923), 117-127. 
52 ibid., 126. 
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The tragic way in which Eomer has drawn the characters of 

Achilles and Hector is responsible for the tragic tone of the 

whole poem, so that M. Tait has rightly observed that: 

In so far as the idea of conflict is 
basic to the main theme of the poem, 
the scope of the Iliad is tragic rather 
than epic, and the two figures in whom 
the elements of conflict are made most 
explicit, Achilles and Hector, are 
tragic rather than epic heroes. A com
parison of their characterization with 
that of an obvious epic prototype, Dio
medes for exa~ple, indicates the extent 
to which the poet's tragic concept has 
outrun the epic narrative.53 

In the Odyssey neither Odysseus, 54 nor Penelope, nor Tele

machus are true tragic characters in the Aristotelian sense. 

Since all their fortunes are changed from bad to good, the per

fect ~er~~tl.uts mentioner~ by the Philosopher is lacking in their 

case. This is undoubtedly one of the reasons why Aristotle 

looked upon the Iliad as a better tragedy. But we must remember 

that there is a subsidiary plot in the Odyssey. The fortunes 

of the suitors, which change from good to bad, and thus create 

the 2dyssey's double outcome or ending, are intimately connected 

53 "The 'rragic Philosophy of the Iliad," T. A. P. A., LXXIV 
(1943), 49-50. - - - -

54 s. E. Bassett ("The Structural Similarity of Iliad and Odys
~ as revealed in the treatment of the hero's fate," c. i[; 
XIV (1918-1919), 557-563) claims that Odysseus cor'1mits an 
act of hKbris in the ninth book -- just as Achilles does in 
the nint book of the Iliad -- which is responsible for his 
fate, viz., the journey foretold by Teiresias. This is true, 
but I do not think that it is part of the main plot as such; 
it has to do with Odysseus' fate, which is outside the story 
of the Odyssey. It is, at most, a minor theme in the poem, 
since the major change in Odysseus' fortunes is from bad to 
good. 
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with the main plot. This unhappy ending, together with the 

trials and sufferings Odysseus undergoes in regaining his status 

furnish the tragic character of the Odyssey. 

In the downfall of the suitors we do find an example of one 

of the kinds of pET;~d~~ which Aristotle says is not the perfect 

tragic plot, but. one that can be used: the passing of a thorough 

ly bad man from good fortune to bad fortune. Such a structure 

stirs our sense of justice or satisfy our feelings (ftA~veflwTrOII 

;,/ J 55 €'X" O<.V' ), but it arouses neither pity nor fear. They are the 

villains of modern drama, and to the critics of mdern drama we 

will leave the discussion whether they can be tragic characters 

or not. 56 Aristotle admitted that they were tragic characters 

of a sort, but not the ideal ones. whereas he says in the 

passage just referred to that the metabasis of such characters 

does not excite pity and fear, he admits in another place57 that 

it does achieve the tragic effect. The Stagirite gives the 

example of Sisyphus, who was wise, wicked and unscrupulous, but 

worsted in the end. Such are the sui tors u(1doubtedly, 58 sillCG 

55 Poet. 1453a 1. 
56 cf.-S. H. Butcher, Aristotle 1 s Theory of Poetry and F'ine Art 

fourth edition, Macmillan and Co., Ltd7;" London, 1932,313; 
L. Cooper, Aristotel:tan Papers, Eevised and Reprinted, Cor
nell University Press, Ithaca, N. Y., 1939; l3lff.~he 
Villain as Hero". 

57 Poet. 1456a 19. 
58 ~W. Allen, ("The Theme of the Suitors in the Odyssey," 

T. A. P. A., LXX (1939), 104-124), who considers~he suitors 
,..as-tragic heroes of the type described by Aristotle;" ap
parently he means the ideal type, and yet he i~mediately 
adds: "although they certainly do not arouse in us emotions 
proper to tragedy." (p. 109) "The suitors' tragedy is on a 
very low plane and was clearly man~factured by Homer for the 
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from the very beginning of the Odyssey we are introduced to them 

as performing their deeds of violence 

Later meetings with them serve only to confirm this first im

pression. Homer constantly calls them,~ y~vof6-S. 60 Telemachus 

addresses them as M,.,•r's ~-Y)S' fAYY}<rr~pEs vrrip~tt:>'{ j(¥.'1 ~xovTE s. 61 

Homer has, I think, purposely portrayed them as wicked. An 

acute observation of Eustathius supports this view. r::r1rl'to1Jvrdt 

,) ll < ' 1\ • .., , (' :>( J1 
f;V'['II([)CJt/. ()1 Trii(Adrot 1Titp«T']f>OV,Tt:5 ~S OVT£ <7''l71WOOVT"DCS' O'U'TC e-u~o-

r~ ~ I r I 

f-"YDil$ 6~o"iS UflYJfOS -rt~us f"Vt'frT~fiCS 1R>tEf. 7JfurttT~VS ,...~vro( Ol 

0').-rts ,-~'\ m>r~<rt:w~ ot "THOUTo5 c;-foftTAI> 62 

The second qualification for a tra8ic character is that 

he should be appropriate (tip~J-dTrov), i. e., true to type. Aris

totle explains this by saying that there is such a thing as a 

manly character, but it is not appropriate for a woman to be 

manly or clever. 63 Let us take Andromache. She is sketched as 

a fai ', hful and loyal wife, adorned with all the excellences and 

virtue desirable in a model spouse. Her whole life is absorbed 

in her home, in Hector, in Astyanax. Her love for her husband, 

59 
60 
61 
62 
63 

popular conclusion of the Odyssey.n (p. 110) 
hamartia as a "lack of sophrosyne". (p. 109) 
that Allen is attempting to get an example of 
trasic hero out of the suitors, when they are 
Od. 1. 91-92. 
IOid., 1. 106, 144, etc. 
'f'6I(I., 1. 368. 
!446, 34 ad II, 300, cited by Adam, 59. 
Poet. 1454a 22. 

He gives their 
It seems to me 
Aristotle's 
not such. 



r !lector, is only surpassed by her pride in hb, and her anxi::y 
f 

for his safety. She begs him not to go forth to battle in the 

field again, but re.ti er to fight from the walls. When he refuses 

and tells her to return home and busy herself about the loom and 

distaff, there is no answer, but his dear wife went forthwith to 

her house, oft turning back for a glance at him, and shedding 

warm tears. 64 Andror(Jache returns to tend to her child and 

household ~asks, 65 fee0ing Hector's horses, 66 and even in the 

end preparing hot water for the bath he will want when he re

turns.67 Her lament at the end is that of a truly grief-stricke 

widow. With the death of Hector half of her life is gone, and 

even in this hour of sadness her thoughts are centered not so 

much on herself, but rather on her fatherless ch:l.ld, to whom no 

honor wlll ever come. 

Almost any of the outstanding characters in either poem 

will fit Aristotle's prescription that the character should be 

11 true to type". 'I'his is really a point of masterful skill in 

which Homer excels. And beyond this each character has his own 

little individuating traits. Achilles, a real soldier, is not 

just a soldier - a $enre character; nor is Hector just a Ifusban~ 

:Each is true to his type, but oh so dii.ferent 1 I cannot thlnk 

of any character in the Ho~eric poems, however true to type he 

64 Il. 6. 495-496 
65 !Did., 22. 440ff. 
66 ibid., 8. 187-189. 
67 ibid., 22. 444. 
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may be, that does not have some characteristic by which we seem 

to remember him forever. The ugliness of ~hersites, 68 the 

beauty of Nireus, 69 Dolan, the only son with five sisters, 70 

an~ Lriseis, whose only f~iend is the dead Fatroclus, 71 will 

never be forgotten because of these marvelous pen-strokes. 

Aristotle's third qualiflcation for character was that it 
el 

should be o f-AOt ov. There has always been some difficulty in un.-

derstanding precisely what Aristotle meant by this. A hint may 

perhaps be given in the languae:e that he uses later in tl1e Poet-

,j I I 

1<-'"Atout; (fJc:J<f;ovtr<~, where t: I' ( •o 
OfAOtOI!S SalQ 

of a portrait) means "like the original". Horace understood it 

to mean that the author should follow the traditional rendering. 

aut farnam sequere ••• 
scriptor honoratum si forte reponis Achillem, 
impiger, iracundus, inexorabilis, acer, 
iura neget sibi nata, nihil non arroget armis. 73 

That is, the poet should portray a traditional character accord-

ine to the traditional concept of him.. It will be rather hard tc 

find out whether or not Homer has done this, seeing that we do 

not have any of the poems of his predecessors. The only hint we 

have is from the sayinr,.: of Homer, when he compares the men of hif 

own day with the ~eroes 
~\ 

o: his poems, otot VU'IJ 
..a~ I' ~ "'1" oro c E t(T' t 74 

• 

68 
69 
70 
71, 
72 
73. 
74 

ibid., 2. 216ff. 
ibid., 2. 6'~3. 
ibid., 10. 317. 
IOid., 19. 287ff. 
1454b 10; cf. Bywater's note ad loc. 
Ars Poetics, 119-122. 
Il. 1. 272; 5. 304; 12. 449; 20. 287. Many Homeric 
ters were undoubtedly subjects of earlier lays. 

chs.rac-
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Lastly, the tragic character must be consistent with him-

' self (~~dAo~. This is also explained by Aristotle; even if the 

original be inconsistent and offers a fickle nature to the poet 

for representation, still he must be consistently inconsistent. 75 

To me it seems that thi.s one quality of character-portrayal is 

predominant in Homer's works. It can certainly be used as a 

proof of the unity of authorship in the poems. .Uespite Grote 

and his followers the character of Achilles in the Iliad is 

thoroughly consistent, and has been shown to be such by many 

modern writers. 76 One needs only to reread the brief sketch of 

Achilles' hamartia as given above to see that this is true. 

In the Odyssev Odysseus himself is a perfect example of 

consistent character-drawing. In the first line we learn about 

our hero that he is a man of many wiles. This sets his charac-

ter, and from there on, we see him practising his craft and 

cunning. His escape from the Cyclops, Polyphemus, from :Jirce, 

and his greatest feat - the slaying of the suitors, bear this 

out quite fully. To impress this trait upon the hearer of the 

tale Homer has selected for his hero epithets that adequately 

describe his character. 77 

Our poet has drawn the personages in his poems in a manner 

which stirre~ the admiration of Aristotle. Homer's influence 

75 Poet. l454a 26. 
76 e. g., Bassett, 0owra, L. A. Post. 
77 e. :::;., _,..A0J.Lf)TIS:, Od. 4. 763; 5. 214; 7. 240; ~· 463; 9.1; 

11. 354; 13. 311; 14. 191; 19. 106; etc. 7fOAUI-'YJ)(CfVOS, Od. 
5. 203; 10. 401; 11. 60; 13. 375; 14. 486; 22. 164; etc. 
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on Attic tragedy in this regard is not sli~ht. Moreover, his 

practice may have influenced Aristotle somewhat in forming his 

notions of the ideal tra0ic charactAr. 78 Almost all of the 

points which the Stagirite has prescribed for good tragic char

acters can be found to be abunrl.antly illustrate~i in the poems 

of Homer. 

73 I would not go so far as to say, with D. s. ~argoliouth, 
that all of Aristotle's notions have come primarily from 
Homer. "Just as Aristotle's theory of ~!ni ty, which is 
based on the Homeric poems, treaks down if applied to the 
tragedies, so do his rules for character. There are dramas 
wherein no single character can be described as good; in 
the Orestes, e. g., they are all (with the exception of 
quite unimportant persons) atrocious. Hence there can be 
no appeal in such dra>nas to that s-ympathy with sufferine; 
virtue which can be aroused in most audiences." (op. cit., 
118) I quote h:ts opinion here for the sake of thenovelty 
of it only, since I do not agree with him. 



CHAPTER V 

TREATNCENT OF THOUGHT 

When the word "character" is understood in its modern 

connotation, ~~V01d or "thought" forms a part of it, as we saw 

in the previous chapter. We said that r,~ VOIG( is the element 

that refers to the intellectual side of a man's character. Ari 

totle tells us that it is contained in those passages 

.:> r I I .:>\ ' afl\'11 0£ 1,1(. VtiOIQ"'IV' Tl '? I<CIIt 

as Bywater wells puts it, 

intellectual capacity, as evinced in 
language (or actions), and seen when the ac
tors argue or make an appeal to the feel
ings o: others, in other words, when they 
reason or plead with one of the other 
dramatis personae in ~he same sort of way, 
as a rhetor might do. 

;) d 
~v o(f"or s 

It is, 

In the Poetics Aristotle did not go deeply into the examination 

of this constituent of tragedy, since it belongs expressly to 

the province of rhetoric, and was treated in his work on that 

subject. 3 Consequently, the remarks concerning "thought" in the 

Poetj_cs are quite brief. 

It is found in speeches which contain an argument that 

something is or is not, or a general expression of an opinion. 4 

l Poet. l450a 6. 
2 AriStotle on the Art of Poetry, note ad l450a 6. 
3 Poet. 1456a-3~ ---
4 ibid., l450b 11. 
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Under its comprehension come all the effects that are to be pro-

duced by language in general. Some are proof and refutation, 

the arousing of the feelings (such as pity, fear, anger, etc.), 

exagp;eration and depreciation. 5 Though some of these effects 

are clearly produce~ without any explanation being needed, other. 

are occasioned only by the speeches of the speaker. 6 It is the 

\ .> I ' ability to say what is possible (I~ ~vo~~•) and appropriate (r-

( I } 
tA p~o TTO'\( T"ot • tt comes in the dialogue and is the function of 

the statesman's or the rhetorician's art. 7 

Such are the brief remarks that Aristotle makes on the sub-

ject of "thought" in the Poetics. They will, however, be con-

venient pegs upon which to han2 some observations. As far as 

"thought" is concerned, Aristotle was of the opinion that Homer 

' Kfll t 

Chancellor Throop has li~ewise remarked: 

The intellectual capacity and the rhet
orical ability of the Homeric poems need 
not be discusseU.. The poems· s·erved as 
models in these matters to the civilized 
world for many centuraes, and even Cicero 
and Q.uintilian bestow tee greatest praise 
on them in this regard. 

It must be note·l, however, that Aristotle most likely did not 

mean by "thought" what we do when we speak of the "thought-con

tent" of a poem, e. g., its sublime sentiments and high concepts. 

5 Poet. 1456a 36ff. 
6 IDid., 1456b 5-7. 
7 IOIQ., 1450b 4ff. 
8 ibid., 1459b 16. 
9 op. cit., 27; of. Quint. X. 1, 46-47; Cicero, Brutus 40. 
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His meaning is not wholly alien to this interpretation, yet it 

seems that he is rather emphasizing the types of speeches in 

which this thought-content is expressed. If we were to take 

[, ./ v oto<. as equivalent to 11 thought-content" in the modern sense, 

the Homeric poems would be able to offer numerous examples of it 

But we are restricting ourselv·es to what rather seems to be 

Aristotle's meaning of the word in the Poetics. 

The Odyssey, because of the nature of the story, and because 

several books are. wholly occupied in the account of Odysseus' 

wanderings, is less capable of being used to illustrate Homer's 

'"> f ' use or oto<lfo~G(. than the Iliad. It is true that there are many 

speeches in that poem, but if we stop a moment and consider how 

r.1any of them are purely narrative in character, the reason for 

the paucity of examples of 11 thought11 becomes clear. Books nine 

to twelve are wholly narrative. Then there are the various 

false accounts of his wanderin~s which Odysseus tells to conceal 

his identity, dascriptions of gardens, shipbuilding, and such 

like. The whole 9dyssey portrays its action not directly, as 

does the Iliad, but rather indirectly. "Longinus", we 1mow, 

attributed the reason for the predominance of narrative in the 

Odyssey to Homer's old age, whereas the spirited account of the 

Iliad belongs to the heyday of his genius. 10 As a result, few 

speeches in the Odyssey will be capable of serving as examples 

10 De Sublimitate, 9. 13, ed. by A. 0. Prickard, in the o. c. T. 
series, Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1906. 
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of Homer's use of J'c:votoc.. ~Y:owever, in this poem we do have an 

instance, the like of which is not to be found in the Iliad. 

I refer to the as~Jembly called by Telemachus in the beginning 

of the poem.ll Here we have a complete set of speeches with 

argu..m.ents for and against Telemachus, who summoned the men to .. 
get rid, if possible, o.f the wooers of his mother. Telemachus 

states the case: the suitors are devo~ring his substance. H~ 

needs no proof; all know it. He merely appeals to the citizens' 

sense of justice, and begs the suitors to desist out of shame 

before their neighbors. 12 In fact, when Antinous rises to ans-

wer him, he does not deny the charge, but shifts the blame to 

Penelope. 

CTo~ f' 0~ Tl fAV?JcrT~ff..'S ftxoowv &(1r~r~t' e:rrtY 
.iAA~ ¢~1\JJ fA~TYfp 1 ~ 1l:ll nfel k.~f~Ert. dnEv • 13 

Telemachus tells the assembly that he cannot send his mother 

away from his home, or send her back to her father, Icarius. 

But the suitors should leave his halls.l4 The seer, Halitherses, 

rises to the defense of Telemachus, interpreting an omen in his 

favor. 15 One of the chief suitors, Eurymachus, however, is 

quick to rebuke Halitherses; he advises Telemachus to send Pene

lope back to her father, who may give ber again in marriage. 16 

But Telemachus asks instead that they provide him with a ship 

11 Od. 2. 6-259. 
12 -r-· ~ 2. 64ff. oln., 
13 I'b'Id.' 2. 87-88. 
14 I"66a.' 2. 130ff. 
15 ibid.' 2. 16lff. 
16 ibid.., 2. 194ff. 
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that he might go to seek for news of Odysseus. His friend, 

Mentor, rises and rebu!:ees, not the suitors, but the rest of the 

citizenry for tolerating th1.s plunder of their lord's substance 

in his absence. Leocrites answers him by saying that even if 

Odysseus did return, Penelope woulct never rejoice, as ':1e would 

be slain by the suitors who outnumber him. Such speeches might 

well be the fore-runners of speeches in the Athenian assembly to 

which Aristotle listened in fourth-century Athens. He said that 

nthought" pertained to the rhetorician's and statesman's art • 

.~Jere is an assembly of "rhetoricians" and "statesmen" of heroic 

times, and llomer has handled t~e passage well. 

However, as far as the rest of the poem is concerned, there 

are few real speeches wherein the speaker "puts forward an argu

ment or delivers an opinion." In this poem Homer charms his 

listeners as much by his narrative, as in the Iliad he does by 

portraying his ac0ors actually makint; use of "oratory". 

Aristotle enumerates in the Poetics five types of speeches 

in which athought" is predominantly portrayed.: 1) demon.strative 

speeohes, i. e.~ those that prove a point; 2) refutations; 

3) emoticmal pieces, arousing pity, fear, anger, etc.; 4) ex

aggerating speeches; 5) depreciatory speeches. Romer has ex

amples of each of these types, and of some naturally more than 

others. Wherever possible, these examples have been taken from 

the dialosue engaged in by the major characters, Achilles, hec-

tor, Odysse~s , who are truest to Aristotle's tragic hero. 
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"Thought", as portrayed in speeches having -r} ~m~ fF-tt<v.Vvotc. 

as their purpose, can be found in A~hilles 1 speech to Agamemnon, 

as he proves that the king is acting un.-;ustly. 17 When Nestor 

tries to make peace between them, he uses an!: fortiori argument 

to prove his point. 18 ~£1 

~vopJnv cl;f<!A1,-J.. • •• ~J.J..J. 

Sarpe1on, in trying to get hector to rouse his ~en to battle, 

pleads his cause by sayins that his own men, the Lycians, are 

fighting hard, and they are only allies; why should not Hector 

therefore rouse his men to do battle?19 In the ninth book the 

Embassy is a scene somewhat like the assE:nbly scene in the begin 

ning of the Odyssey; we see the orators debating before us. 

Here Odysseus tries to persuade Achilles to return to battle. 20 

Phoenix does too. 21 These speeches are both demonstrative, al-

tboush F:aoenix 1 speech is also capable of being called "emotion-

al". During the night before Achilles returns to battle, Poly-

damas tries to prove to Hector and the Trojans that they should 

return to Troy. 22 After the reconciliation of Achilles and Aga

~emnon Odysseus pleads the case of the Greek host, saying that 

they should not be led out to battle while fasting. 23 In the 

01yssey we can cite the speeches which Odysseus makes in trying 

to prove his identity to his son, Telemachus, and to his father, 

17 Il. 1. 149-171. 
18 I"5id.' 1. 254-?84. 
19 ibid.' 5. 472-492 
20 T'6'Id.' 9. 225-306. 
21 I'6Id. I 9. 434-605. 
22 I"6'i"Ci • I 18. 254-283. 
23 ibid o I 19. ]_55-133. 
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Laertes, as examples of this type. 24 

~iefutations, too, are found in the Iliad anct the Odyssey. 

Odysseus 1 rebuke to Thersi tes and the answer to his charges are 

an example. 25 A yet better example, however, is Achilles' reply 

to Odysseus in the Embassy scene. 26 We may likewise recall 

Hector's speech to Polydamas and the Trojans, refuting the for-

mer, and bidding the latter prepare for battle in spite of 

Polydamas' misgivings. 27 In the Odyssey, Antinous 1 reply to 

Telemachus in the Assembly will serve as an instance of refuta

tion.28 

Vfhen we come to consider speeches that have an emotional 

character, i. e., that tend to arouse pity, fear, anger, etc~, 

many more examples can be found in the poer.1s to illustrate Ho-

mer's practice. ij;e think of the laments that are uttered through 

out the Iliad. Emotion~l though these may be, they are not 

exactly speeches wherein a point is proved or an opinion is 

expressed, except in a very wide sense. In the quarrel scene 

.L\.chilles 1 speech, in which he swears his oath, is rather a per

fect exkillple of the kind of speech Aristotle meant. 29 Androma-

che's appeal to ilector to take pity on her and on Astyanax tries 

24 Od., 16. 202-212; 24. 331-344. 
25 Il. 2. 246-264. 
26 Ibid., 9. 308-429. 
27 ibid., 18. 285-309. 
28 oa:; 2. 85-128. 
29 IT. 1. 225-244. 
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to persuade Hector that he should rather fight from the walls 

than return to the field.30 Hector's reply mlngles the feelings 

of honor, pity and pathos, as he proves to her that he cannot 

remeJ_n. 31 In the Embassy Phoenix's appeal to Achilles, unlike 

Odysseus', is almost wholly emotiona1. 32 When the :..rreeks are 

hard-pres sed, and Age.r1emnon is thinking of flight, and has even 

suggested it, Odysseus' reply is full of anger.33 As Achilles 

approaches to meet Hector before the walls of Troy, Priam in 

great fear prays his son to enter the gates and save himself. 34 

And finally when Priam himself is in the hut of Achilles, plead-

ing with him to restore l1ector 1 s body, he plays on the emotions 

that tug most at Achilles' heart-strings -his love and devotion 

to his father, Peleus. 35 In the Odyssey, Telemachus addresses 

the assembly in a speech that is mainly emotional. In fact, 

Homer tells us of the effect on the audience. 36 Odysseus, as he 

meets Nausicaa, pleads for pity only; at first he flatters her 

to gain her good will, and tben asks for mercy - and a cloak. 37 

'.I'he speeches of Nestor, the Polonius of Homeric poetry, 

are full of ~~(f-Go s. lie is always illustratine his point from 

the distant past of his youth. 38 The ruse that Agamemnon uses 

30 ibid., 6. 407-43:1. 
31 I'13Id., 6. 441-465. 
32 ibid., 9. 434-605; cf. line 612. 
33 I""667i. , 14. 83-102. 
34 I'13I"Cf • , 22. 38-76. 
35 m., 24. 486-506. 
36 ocr.-2. 39-79; cf. line 81. 
37 !Did., 6. 149-185. 
38 rr.-7. 124; 11. 670-761; 23. 626-650. 
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to stir up the host to battle is also an example of exaggera

tion.39 

Depreciatory speeches in the Iliad are uttered by Hector 

to his brother, Paris;40 and by Ajax to Achilles in the Embassy, 

which finally moves Achilles somewhat. 41 The old warrior shows 

him that after all he is so small at heart that he loves not his 

own warrior-friends who are fighting bravely in his absence, 

though unsuccessfully. 

This catalogue of the examples of the varj_ous types of 

speeches shows us that Homer has employed that element of traged~ 

which Aristotle was later to call ltJv~(~. According to his 

brief treatment of the subject in the Poetics Aristotle con-

sidered demonstration, refutation, exaggeration, depr~ciation 

and emotional appeals as the main ways in which "thought" is 

expressed in a tragedy. Abundant examples of Homer's practice 

in this matter have been listed. Unfortunately the inquiry 

would lead us too far afield if we were to investigate the kinds 

of demonstration or refutation accor(~ing to Aristotle's norms in 

the Rhetoric. -~Je are limited in our discussion here to the Po-

etics. 

A fitting conclusion to this chapter can be made by citing 

the wise observations of F'ather Henry Browne, S. J. he says: 

39 ibid., 2. 110-141. 
40 IOid., 3. 39-57. 
41 ibid., 9. 624-642. 



In dealing with the dramatic character 
of the poems, we may briefly refer to 
them as containing the germ and more 
of the germ of Greek Oratory. In nothing 
is Homer's power more evident than in the 
genuine simple eloquence of his speeches, 
and even of the shorter ones. ~here is 
no single branch of Oratory -- p&thos, 
invective, sarcasm, exhortation, en
treaty, of which he does not possess the 
easy mastery.42 
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42 Handbook of Homeric Study, Longmans, Green and Co., London, 
1905, 320-.-



CHAPTER VI 

TREATMENT 01', ElVlO'.I'I ON 

v~·hen Aristotle proposed his definition of tragedy many 

centuries ago, he determined that its end or purpose was the 

natharsis of the emotions. Since then much dispute about the 

emotions in tragedy has arisen. Although Aristotle indicated 

the catharsis of the emotions as the end of tragedy, he did not 

list it among the six elements of tragedy. Yet we could not 

obt~in an adequate idea of Homer's tragic abjlity, unless we 

t:;ave some time and consj.deration to his treatment of the emotions 

proper to tragedy. 

The purpose of tragedy according to Aristotle is f., &Aiov 

r:::'hese 
> ~~~; j I are the oua~rll( 1 'oo~«• of tragedy. Throughout the Poetics 

Aristotle has given many valuable hints about these emotions, 

which we shall list briefly. 

Pity ls aroused for the man who does not deserve his mis

fortunes, and fear for the man who is like us.l 'l'hough plty and 

fear can be produced by spectacular staging, 2 yet they should 

be occasioned by the plot itself, so that a person could feel 

1 Poet. 1453a 4ff. 
2 ibid., 1453b 1. 
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these emotions without seeing the play dramatizeu. 3 In the 

emotional effect of tragedy the two most important elements are 

parts of the plot: peripety and anagnorisis. 4 This is especially 

true of an anagnorisis that coincides with a peripety.5 But 

pity and fear can likewise be aroused in simple plots. 6 Since 

this is true, tragedy should not only represent a complete ac-

tion, but should also contain incidents that cause pity and 

fear, most of all when the incidents are une~pected, and still 

logically proceed one from the other. 7 

Aristotle lists in great detail the kinds of incidents that 

are especially condu~ive to arousing our feelings. A worthy man 

pas sing fro:rr1 good fort1me to bad does not arouse fear or pity, 

but rather shocks our feelings. 8 And the most untragic situ-

ation is that of a wicked man passing from bad fortune to good 

fortune. 9 Satisfying our feelings for poetic j:tstice we>uld be 

the result of a wicked man passinG from c:;ood to bad fortune, but 

this is different from stirring up pity and fear. 10 The ideal 

situation is that of a good r.1an who is brought to his catastrophe 

through some hamartia. Actions that cause pity and fear are 

these: calamities among friends (not enemy to enemy, since there 

3 i bide 1 1453b 2ff. 
4 Il3Id.' 1450a 33-35. 
5 T5Id. I 1452a 32. 
6 I"55d.' 1456a 19-21. 
7 ibid.' 1452a 1-4; 1452b 32. 
8 'f'5Id • I 1452b 35. 
9 ibid. 1 1452b 37. 

10 ibid. I 1452b 38. 
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is nothing pitiable here except in so far as the actual calamity 

is concerned); 11 actions that are performed consciously with a 

knowledge of the facts (e. g., lviedea consciously killing her 

children);12 actions that are performed without realizing their 

horror, only to ~iscover it when, it is too late: 13 (Aristotle 

says this last method is a good one.l4) Finally there are actions 

that are intended without realizing the consequences, but dis

covering them in good time. 15 (This is the best method. 16) But 

to intend to perform an action with full knowledge of the conse

quences and then not perform it is not tragic at all.l7 

Though Aristotle has given what might seem like an ade-

quate descriptioh of the emotional aspect of tragedy, it is 

unfortunately not enough to satisfy most critics. Por there is 

probably no other topic in the Poetics, which is subject to as 

much discussion as this. 

~ 1\ 

First of all, we must ask ourselves whether the otKE'~ 

c I 1 
~oov~ of an epic is the same as that of a tragedy, and whether 

this is the opinion of the Stagirite. s. H. Butcher remarks: 

"There is nothing in the Poetics to bear out the assumption of 

many commentators that epic poetry excites precisely the same 

11 ibid., 1453b 15ff. 
12 ibid., 1453b 28. 
13 IOia., 1453b 30. 
14 ibid., 1454a 2. 
15 ibid., 1453b 34. 
16 ibid., 1454a 4. 
17 ibid., 1453b 37ff. 
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emotions as tragedy." 18 If this statement is true, it would 

seem that the efforts of this present chapter will go for 

naught. Although the nature of epic poetry may not be precisely 

the same as tragic poetry, yet it seems that epic poetry can 

arouse the same emotions, and often does. Aristotle does not 

deny this, nor does he explicitly affirm it. He tells us that 

historically epic poetry agreed with tragic only in so far as 

it was a metrical representation of heroic action. Eut it is 

different in as much as it has a single metre and is narrative.l9 

The pvrpose of tragedy is to arouse pity and fear. Epic poetry 

can excite in the hearer various emotions, amons which are often 

pity and fear. Though it often does stir up other emotions, 

e.g., wonder or admiration, we cannot deny that epic poetry is 

capable of arousing pity and fear also. This is sufficient for 

the purposes of this chapter. If Aristotle thought that Homer's 

epics were tragic, as he did, then surely he did not deny that 

epic poetry could arouse those emotions proper to tragedy. By-

water, in his commentary on the Poetics, has written: 

In Aristotle's view epic poetry has the 
same end as Tragedy; and its immediate 
effect ((pyov ) is the same in kind, the 
pleasurable excitement of the emotions 
of pity and fear. The affinity of the 
Homeric Epic and Tragedy in this respect 
was acknowledged in antiquity by the 
ancient commentators on Homer ••• as well 
as by Plato (Rep. 6050). Aristotle's 
view is that the difference between them 

18 Some Aspects of the Greek Genius, lJiacmillan and Co., London, 
1891, 356 not€: ---

19 Poet. 1449b 9ff. 
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is mainly one of manner; so that apart 
from that they are fundamentally alike 
with the same literary elements, the 
same canons of procedure, the same emo
tional effect, and the same ultimate end 
and jkstification.20 

And so, our task in this chapter is to examine rlomer 1 s practice 

to see how akin it is to Aristotle's prescriptions. 

First of all, pity and fear should be aroused by the very 

plot itself. Epic poetry, since it lacks the spectacular ac-

coutrements that are possible to tragedy because of staging, 

Tiust necessarily prodLce pity and fear from the very marrow of 

the plot if lt is to have it at all. While discussing the sub-

ject of plot in Homer according to Aristotle's notions, we saw 

that the three elements of a plot which he says contribute to 

the emotional effect of tragedy can be found in Homer's poems. 

They are per•ipety, anagnorisis and calamity. The tragic plot in 

the Iliad depends on Achilles' refusal to enter the battle again 

at the entreaty of his friend, Ajax. Because he does not heed 

Ajax's advice, but sends forth Patroclus in his stead, Achilles 

comes to a catastrophe that causes him the greatest grief he has 

ever known. Aristotle said that we pity the person :t..,rl5tov 

6vcrru,..ro01fr«... Cooper's translation of this phrase, it seems to 

me, brings out the true meaning that Aristotle had when he wrote 

these words. "Pity is what .we feel at a misfortune that is out 

of proportion to the faults of a man." 21 We pity Achilles, 

20 £2• cit., 359; cf. also Gudeman, 388. 
21 Aristotle on the Art of Poetry, 40. -----
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because he is suffering much more than he really deserved. The 

twenty-third book of the Iliad, where he mutilates the corpse 

of Hector gives us a wonderful picture of his grief. 

We fear because we realize that the tragic character is 

like ourselves. Our fear is a conditioned one. Because of the 

identification of ourselves with the tragic personage we begin 

to fear for him, and ourselves, realizing that sometiMe we may 

be in a like circumstance. Although Achilles may be a Homeric 

hero, or even appear to us as a demigod, yet his actions show 

that human nature is still a part of him. It is this element 

in him that makes us identify ourselves with him in his great 

suffering, and makes us feel so intensely the emotion of tragic 

fear. We can well apply s. H. butcher's description of a tragic 
~ hero to Achilles, illustrating how he is op.otos: 

As it is, we arrive at the result that 
the tragic hero is a man of noble nature, 
like ourselves in elemental ~ellings and 
emotions; idealised, indeed, but with so 
large a share of our c om•non humanity as 

22 to enlist our eager interest and sympathy. 

IB the remarks of the Scholiasts are found frequent refer-

ences to Homer's arousing of the tragic emotions. They indicate 

for us various concrete passages where the poet attempts by 

language and other means to excite the audience~ feelings. L. 

Adam has remarked: 

22 Aristotle's Theory of Poetry and Fine Art, 317. 
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In the Odyssey, t~o, the emotions of pity and fear are 

arouseu from the very plot itself. The fortunes of Odysseus and 

his followers are hardly in proportion to their deeds - "fools, 

who devoured the kine of Helios Hyperion." 24 In the ninth book 

Odysseus by his craft and cunning blinds the Cyclops, and exults 

never reach his home, or at least may he arrive after many wan-

derings, having lost all his comrades, and carried there on the 

ship of strangers. 26 This is accomplished, and when he does 

finally arrive, our emotions are again straine·l and stirred vio-

lently by the battle with the suitors, and again by the long-

awaited meeting of Odysseus and Penelope. As we feared for 

Achilles, so too we fear for Odysseus, although certainly not in 

the same degree, since Odysseus after his suffering finally come 

23 ££• cit., 33. 
24 Od. 1. 8. 
25 Ibid. 9. 502-505. 
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to a happy end. In the Odyssey, as we have seen, we have an 

example of anagnorisis coinciding with peripety - a situation 

which Aristotle thought was especially conducive to producing 

the effects of pity and fear. Odysseus reveals himself to the 

suitors, and proceeds to slay them. 

Aristotle said that the emotions were aroused even more 

when the incidents happened unexpectedly, but nevertheless as a 

consequence of one another. Due to Homer's foreshadowing most 

of the major events in both poems are known to us beforehand. 

However, there is the strict causality between the events, which 

Aristotle prescribed. Our analysis of the Iliad and the Odyssey 

given in the chapter on plot will serve to illustrate this. As 

far as the kinds of incidents are concerned, only the Iliad will 

meet with Aristotle's requirements in this regard. There we 

have the passage of Achilles,_ a good and noble character, from 

good fortune to bad because of his h'martia. This for Aristotle 

would make the lc:llt'.AA /rT'I 7"'-ro/c,:,.._ 27 The Odyssey, as he himself 

has remarked, has a double outcome, which he did not consider so 

perfect a plot as one with a sj_ngle outcome, as we have describEd 

It is interesting to note that Aristotle ascribed the reason 

for this kind of plot to the sentimentality of the audience, to 

which poets are often wont to cater.2a 

With regard to the actions that arouse pity and fear, we 

27 Poet. 1452b 30ff. 
28 IDid., 1453a 32ff. 
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have in the Iliad a remarkable example of calamity among friends. 

The death of Patroclus was caused by Achilles' refusal to reen-

ter the fight; he allows him to go forth to drive the Trojans 

back, and he is slain. Achilles himself admits that he was the 

cause, -rot"' ~-rrWA.&(Tc<. 29 This is also an example of an action in-

tended and carried out, whose horror is only learned too late. 

In the Odyssey there is no example of such actions. The calami

ties that are caused are those of enemy against enemy, Odysseus 

against Polyphemus, against the suitors; these Aristotle claim

ed would not arouse pity and fear except in so far as the 

calamity itself was concerned. 

Such are the ways in which Homer has handled the emotional 

element of tragedy along Aristotelian lines. There is not as 

much agreement here as there is in some of the other elements 

of tragedy. In the Iliad we find Homer almost, as it were, 

following Aristotle~s rules to the letter. The Odyssey is dif

ferent. Yet in both of these poems there are found .the means to 

arouse true pity and fear. both of them can be said to be a 
I f' If "JlJI S • • 

(, ~11, ' ',tl , ' " I 
• 01 E11{;0ll Kd I cpG(;'OII 'TrE-f'0/1 V'OIJ(I"«. 'nJt' ?N'/ 7tcOU1'W\I 

7rfA 6 ") p.d_ TINt/ ~e«fXTtV. Ey means. of pity and fear they accomplish 

the catharsis of these emotions. Aristotle did not tell us in 

the Poetics precisely how these emotions were to be purified, 

and so there is no norm by which we can judge of Homer 's practice. 

We know that there is a catharsis in Homeric poetry, since we 

29 Il. 18. 82. 
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are not conscious in any scene of experiencing the real pity 

and fear of ordinary life with their depre~sing elements. Cer

tain scenes in the poems may be described as gory; the mutila-

tion of Hector's body may disgust us. Yet this is epic poetry, 

and scenes such as these have always been a part of such poetry. 

Perhaps it was the more refined taste of Fifth Century Athens 

that excluded them from the stage. But even though the mutila

tion of Hector's body may be terrible, Homer's language and style 

have elevated that description, so that we realize that the 

poet is not dwelling on the details of that action for the sheer 

delight of painting something gruesome. Rather it is an in-

stance of Homeric realism. Real and detailed pictures though 

they be, they serve only as a background for those magnificent 

scenes like the lament of Andromache, Hecuba, and Priam which 

follow. Had not these latter scenes followed the mutilation of 

Hector's corpse, the emotions aroused by the description would 

undoubtedly affect us in a more depressing manner. The very 

last line of the Iliad, 
I 

-ro< t:fo v 
~ 

'£1CTO(OOS 

t'7r7NJ d;_por o , 30 is a concrete example of how the catharsis takes 

place in that poem. That line recalls to us the terrible death 

and mutilation, and then those patheti.c scenes of Priam in Achil 

les 1 hut and of the lamentations, which redeem the horror of 

Achilles' actions, and so elevate those emotions to the aesth~k 

level. 

30 ibid., 24. 804. 
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If Aristotle's prescriptions on the subject of catharsis 

were only extant - granting that he did treat the subject in 

the lost second book of the Poetics - we would be in a better 

position to judge whether or not Homer has made use of a tragic 

element which the Phil~sopher was to incorporate in his rules 

for good tragedy. Any attempts to show how Homer has used 

catharsis would be founded on what we think Aristotle meant. 

This is unsatisfying, but under the circumstances we can do no 

more. 

I 



C ONCLTISI ON 

Before we add our concluding remarks, this is probably the 

best place to state the likenesses and the differences between 

epic and tragic poetry, as Aristotle saw them. Epic, we learn, 

like tragedy and other forms of poetry and art is a mimesis. 1 

In some things it agrees with tragedy, and in some it differs; 

epic has one metre, is narrative, anu is of greater length -

these are its chief differences. 2 Beca"G,se of its length, how

ever, it can represent si:nul taneous actions. 3 The episodes, to 

4 in epic are long, whereas those of tragedy are shorter. If the 

incidents in these episodes are relevant, they increase the 

poem in bulk and richness. 5 Lengthy though it may be, epic 

should have the same elements as trageQy, save song and staging 

effects. 6 The plot in the epic should be constructed as in a 

tragedy, i. e., dramatically.? Consequently, there should be 

the same kinds of plot as there are in tragedy. 8 Epic,·too, 

needs reversals, discoveries, calamity; its thought and diction 

are also to be good. 9 The plot of the epic poem, however, has 

1 Poet. 1447a 13ff. 
2. I'5I'i1., 1449b 9; cf. 1459b 17ff. 
3 ibid., 1459b 26. 
4 I"'6Id., 1455b 15ff. 
5 I'6'I'Q., 1459b 26ff. 
6 .. IY5I'Q.' • , 1459b 9. 
7 m., 1459a 18. 
8 rm., 1459b 7. 
9 ibid. 1 1459b lOff. 
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less unity than a tragedy, because it admits longer and more 

frequent episodes. 10 Marvellous actions are admissible in 

tragedy, while even the inexplicable can be used in an epic.ll 

And when the question is raised which is the better type of po-

etry and mimesis, Aristotle gives the palm to tragedy, since it 

can fulfill its function without being acted, and accomplishes 

all that epic poetry can do in a shorter and more concentrated 

space. It has all the elements of epic poetry, and besides 

these it possesses a great economy of length, which enables its 

effect to be more concentrated.l2 

Admitting, then, these differences which Aristotle himself 

acknowledges, our conclusion is only that which Aristotle 

had proposed, viz., that the Iliad and the Odyssez do contain t 

elements of a tragic poem according to his notions of tragedy. 

Our purpose in this thesis has been to examine these poems 

to see explicitly how Homer makes use of these elements. In 

almost each individual instance Homer has been found to have 

constructed his poems alonG lines that Aristotle later proposed 
I / 

for the l<.d~Atcrrrt rpci'(tffi-<.. We are not trying to say that Greek 

tragedy of the fifth century was really begun .in Homer's time. 

There were many stages of development between the Iliad and the 

Odyssey and the first dramatic attempts of Thespis. The lyric 

poems had intervened to contribute their share to that develop-

10 ibid., l462b 7ff. 
11 IDid., 1460a 11. 
12 ibid., 1462a llff. 
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ment; so too the dithyrambs. Nor can we deny all originality 

to the tragedians themselves. However, we can be fairly safe 

in saying that Athenian tragedy, as Aristotle conceived it, had 

itz beginnings in Homer's poetry. 

Did Aristotle build his theory of Greek tragedy entirely 

from the Homeric poems? Some think so. 13 That he was influ-

enced by Homer's art and practice, there is no doubt. But to 

say that he got his theory entirely from these poems, and that 

it breaks down when applien to the Greek tragedies, seems to be 

going too far. Aristotle's whole method of approach to any 

subject which occupied his attention would be against such a 

theory. Philosopher that he was, he knew that he could not 

generalize from one or two instances. Actually he had the corpu 

of Greek tragedy before him, whence he drew his principles. 

Because Homer's method and practice accorded so well with these 

notions, he could not help but notice them. Gudeman has well 

remarked: "Diese Vorstellung erklaert es auch, warum A. risto

teles so oft ohne B~denken in der Eroerterung der Tragoedie 

sich homerischer Beispiele bedient."14 Aristotle, indeed, 

looked on Homer as a supreme poet {p.!iA tfTTd. 'fT"tlt~T,S t,., ... ~pos fv ),15 

and as the forerunner of tragedy (liJa-~f >IA '~S' 1<t1~ ~ tloucrcrtt,c 

His reasons are clear enough, when we 

13 ~· ".B.•; t>, S. Margoliouth, £E• cit. 
14 ' _2£ • Cit • 1 109 e 

15 Poet:-I448b 34. 
16 ibid., 1448b 38ff. 
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see how Homer actually made use of the very el.ements that Aris

totle later demanded for the perfect tragedy. 

F'rom another aspect, too, we can view Homer's influence on 

Greek tragedy. The extant plays constantly reveal "Homeric 

touches". We have even mentioned the statement that is attribu-

ted to Aeschylus, that his dramas were slices from Homer's 

banquets. Aeschylus' plays, more than those of the other tra

gedians, reveal this influence. "Rightly or wrongly the ancient 

critics regarded the 1Iliad 1 as a model of artistic construction, 

and the technique of the later Greek poets only becomes intelli

gible when we understand the method of' the first and greatest 

source of their inspiration. 1117 By investigating the Iliad _and 

the Odyssey as we have done according to the canons of Aristo-

telian criticism, we have tried to bring out in a little differ

ent manner than usual the very abundant riches of this "greatest 

source" of inspiration for later Greek poets. The few elements 

that were treated in this thesis do not adequately cover the 

field of influence that Homer had on later poets. Let me cite 

a statement that will show how he exerted this influence·in 

other points as well. 

Homer's technique, the shape and structure 
of his paragraphs, his balancing of themes 
and episodes, like figures on a vase or 
pediment, even the distribution of his 
images -- similes of fire and flood, for 
instance, sparsely used at first, but 

17 J. T. Sheppard, The Pattern of the Iliad, London, Methuen & 
Co., Ltd., 1922,~1. -- ---



afterwards reiterated~ reinforced, com
bined, accumulated, till the images 
become reality~ the Trojan rivers are 
in spate and fire devours the plain -~ 
all this was studied and adapted to 
dramatic purposes by Aeschylus. 'Whether 
he said it or not, his plays were slices 
from the Master's feast.l8 
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Such details were outside the scope of this thesis. Neverthe-

less the influence of Homer in these points is unmistakeable. 

In omitting mention of them~ I have not denied them. The simi

larities which Aristotle noted in Homer and Athenian tragedy 

were only the concrete expressions of the elements that are the 

same in each. These we have tried to bring out more explicitly, 

thus vindicating Homer's title of First Trar:edian. 

18 J. T. Sheppard, "Attic Drama in the Fifth Century~" The 
Cambridge Ancient History~ edited by J. B. Eury, s. x:-cook, 
F. E. Adcock, Cambridge, at the University Press, 1927, 
V (Athens), 114. 
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